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Abstract

The human HPRT gene contains spans approximately 42,000 base pairs in genomic DNA, has a mRNA of
Ž .approximately 900 bases and a protein coding sequence of 657 bases initiation codon AUG to termination codon UAA .

Ž . Ž .This coding sequence is distributed into 9 exons ranging from 18 exon 5 to 184 exon 3 base pairs. Intron sizes range from
Ž . Ž . Ž .170 intron 7 to 13,075 intron 1 base pairs. In a database of human HPRT mutations, 277 of 2224 12.5% mutations

result in alterations in splicing of the mRNA as analyzed by both reverse transcriptase mediated production of a cDNA
followed by PCR amplification and cDNA sequencing and by genomic DNA PCR amplification and sequencing. Mutations

X Ž . X Ž . Xhave been found in all eight 5 donor and 3 acceptor splice sequences. Mutations in the 5 splice sequences of introns 1
and 5 result in intron inclusion in the cDNA due to the use of cryptic donor splice sequences within the introns; mutations in
the other six 5X sites result in simple exon exclusion. Mutations in the 3X splice sequences of introns 1, 3, 7 and 8 result in
partial exon exclusion due to the use of cryptic acceptor splice sequences within the exons; mutations in the other four 3X

Ž . X Ž .sites result in simple exon exclusion. A base substitution in exon 3 209G™T creates a new 5 donor splice site which
Žresults in the exclusion of 110 bases of exon 3 from the cDNA. Two base substitutions in intron 8 IVS8-16G™A and

. X Ž .IVS8-3T™G result in the inclusion of intron 8 sequences in the cDNA due to the creation of new 3 acceptor splice sites.
Base substitution within exons 1, 3, 4, 6 and 8 also result in splice alterations in cDNA. Those in exons 1 and 6 are at the 3X

end of the exon and may directly affect splicing. Those within exons 3 and 4 may be the result of the creation of nonsense
codons, while those in exon 8 cannot be explained by this mechanism. Lastly, many mutations that affect splicing of the
HPRT mRNA have pleiotropic effects in that multiple cDNA products are found. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Splicing in general

ŽMost genes are divided into coding regions ex-
. Ž .ons and intervening non-coding regions introns .

Transcription of genomic DNA creates large pre-
RNAs from which the intervening non-coding re-

Ž .gions must be precisely removed spliced to create
functional mRNAs. Splicing is performed by what
has been called the spliceosome of which 5 small

Ž . w xnuclear RNA snRNAs U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6
Ž w x.are the major components reviewed in Refs. 1–5 .

A number of proteins are also important in this
Žprocess including the serine-rich proteins SR pro-

. Ž w x.teins reviewed in Ref. 4 and proteins that bind
Ž . Žheterogenous nuclear RNA hnRNP proteins re-

w x.viewed in Ref. 6 . SR proteins contain an amino-
terminal RNA recognition motif which is widely
present in RNA binding proteins and an arginine-

Ž .serine dipeptide repeat region RS domain at their C
terminus which is considered diagnostic of splicing
proteins. Two examples are SF2rASF and SC35.
While these proteins were originally thought to be
non-specific as they could be switched between or-
ganisms, more recent work has shown specific bind-
ing and regulation of different genes by different SR

w xproteins 7 . The SR proteins bind to exon sequences,
especially those 25 bases upstream of the 3X end of

w xthe exon 5 . The hnRNP are found only in organ-
isms with large introns and contain an RNP domain

w xand protein–protein recognition domains 6 . They
appear to recognize intronic sequences and could be

w xinvolved in exon juxtaposition 8 .
The snRNAs and proteins recognize consensus

sequences on the DNA at or near the splice junc-
tions. These consensus sequences will be discussed
in detail below but the most important elements are:
Ž . Ž X1 a gt as the first 2 bases of the intron the 5 splice

. Ž .or splice donor site , 2 an ag as the last two bases
Ž X . Ž .of the intron the 3 splice or splice acceptor site , 3

a pyrimidine-rich tract usually just upstream of the
Ž .acceptor site and 4 an ‘a’ upstream of the pyrimi-

Ž .dine-rich tract branch site .
Briefly, splicing proceeds by ordered binding of 4

Ž .complexes E, A, B, C at the splice sites. Initial

X Ž .binding of U1 occurs at 5 splice sites E complex
Žwhile U2 binds to the branch point region A com-

.plex by complementary base pairing with the help
Ž .of U2 auxiliary factor U2AF bound to the pyrimi-

dine rich sequence. U1 is replaced by U4–U5–U6
with complementary base-pairing of U6 with the 5X

splice site. Complementary base-pairing of U2 and
Ž .U6 bridges across the intron B complex with re-

w xlease of U4 9 . Splicing commences by U2 facilitat-
ing a bulging out of the branch A and the 2X hy-
droxyl of A’s ‘attack’ of the phosphodiester bond
between the last base of the proceeding exon and the

Ž .first base of the intron C complex . This causes a
lariat to be formed with the branch A attached to the
first base of the intron. The ‘free’ 3X OH of the 5X

w xexon, held by U5 10 , then ‘attacks’ the last base of
the intron, attaching the 2 exons together and releas-
ing the intron and associated snRNPs and proteins as

Ž .a lariat I complex .
At least one way that the SR proteins appear to

facilitate these steps is by strengthening binding of
the complexes to the RNA, especially by recruiting
U1. They are especially crucial when the 5X and 3X

site sequences are less than optimal. In fact, U1 is
apparently dispensable if sufficient SR proteins are

w xpresent 11,12 . Heterogenous ribonucleoprotein par-
Ž .ticles hnRNPs appear to compete with SR binding

and are important in regulating alternative splicing
Ž .see below . For example, adjusting relative levels of
SF2rASF and hnRNP A1 promotes exon inclusion

w xor exclusion, respectively 13,14 . SR proteins can be
phosphorylated at the serines in the RS domains and
this may play an important part in their function,

w xregulation or specificity 4 . Polypyrimidine tract
Ž .binding protein PTB binds in vitro to sequences

that are very similar to the polypyrimidine tract in
the alternatively spliced exons of rat a and b

tropomyosin and can apparently suppress U2AF
w xbinding to pyrimidine sequences 15 .

When introns were first discovered, discussion
focused on the intron as a recognized unit that is
spliced out; however, there are a number of difficul-
ties with this model. Introns can be hundreds to
thousands of basepairs long, and to scan down the
DNA from one end to find the next is not a feasible
plan. Also, this model would predict that mutations
of consensus splice sites would cause inclusion of
introns in the final mutant mRNA because they
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cannot be spliced out. This is rarely observed. In-
stead, the most common result of a splice site muta-
tion is exclusion of the adjacent exon from the

Ž XmRNA i.e., the upstream exon for 5 or donor site
mutations and the downstream exon for 3X or accep-

.tor site mutations . In mammalian genes, splice mu-
tations occur at these frequencies: exon skipping—
51%, splicing at a nearby spot—32%, creation of a
pseudo exon in an intron—11% and intron retention

w x—only 6% 16 . Also, in in vitro studies, mutations
in the donor site affect splicing of both the previous

w xintron and the intron in which they occur 17 .
Lastly, surveys of exons have demonstrated that
exons have a clear maximum size of about 300 bp;

Žvery few exons are larger than this 95% are less
. w xthan 300 bp 8,18 . In vitro studies of constructs

with increasing exon lengths show that splicing ei-
ther is diminished or cryptic sites within the exons

w xare utilized when the exon reaches 300 bp 8,19 .
These studies led investigators to develop the exon
definition model of splicing whereby binding of
splicing factors at either end of the exon defines the
exons; these exons are then spliced together to form

Ž . w xthe mRNA exon juxtaposition 8,17,19 . If either
one of the splice sites at the ends of the exon do not
function, then the exon is not recognized—it is just
considered part of the new large intron made by
joining what were the two smaller introns on either
side of that exon.

The exon definition model is supported by evi-
dence showing that SR proteins bind to exon se-
quences, apparently bridging the acceptor and donor

w xbinding snRNPs across the exon 20 . In addition, in
vitro experiments show that deletion of certain exon

w xsequences abrogates splicing in of the exon 21 .
These sites are called exon recognition sequences
Ž .ERS or exonic splicing enhancers or exon splicing

Ž . w xelements ESE 22–24,26 . Splicing enhancers are
genomic sequences in exons or nearby in introns that

Ž .facilitate splicing Table 1 . These sequences are
generally purine rich.

Ž .Poison sequences the opposite of enhancers also
w x w xexist 28,29 . Del Gatto et al. 28 found that the

exonic sequence TAGG in the alternative K-SAM
exon of fibroblast-growth factor receptor-2 inhibits
splicing of that exon; this sequence inhibits splicing
in other genes as well, possibly because it is the

X Ž .consensus 3 splice sequence as discussed below . T
ab
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w x XFurdon and Kole 29 found that a 5 region of the
rabbit globin intron 2 inhibited splicing when down-
stream of the 3X splice site.

Ž .Some genes undergo different alternative splic-
ing patterns in different tissues or during develop-
ment. The classic example is of tra and dsx in
Drosophila, which are spliced differently in the two

Žsexes, thereby controlling sexual development re-
w x.viewed in Ref. 30 . For tra, choice of an upstream

splice site leads to inclusion of an exon with a stop
codon in the mRNA causing a non-functional protein

Ž .and male development default splice . Use of a
more 3X splice site excludes this exon and the result-
ing protein controls female development. The gene

Ž .Sex-lethal Sxl , which is active only in females,
codes for a snRNP that binds to the U-rich pyrimi-
dine sequence at the upstream splice sequence and
suppresses splicing. Sxl is also alternatively spliced
in males and females through autoregulation. Tra

Ž .and tra-2 regulate the doublesex gene dsx by
binding to 13 base repeats in the fourth exon and
causing the female alternative splicing pathway. A
purine rich sequence can substitute for this 13 base
repeat. These examples show both positive and nega-
tive regulation of splicing.

X X ŽConsensus sequences for the 5 , 3 includes
.pyrimidine tract and branch sequences have been

determined and a number of groups have developed
methods to score andror search for sites within

w xgenes or DNA sequences 31–39 . In one model, the
X Ž .5 consensus DNA sequence is: AGgt arg agt and

X Ž . Ž .the 3 consensus DNA sequence is: 10 trc n trc
agG. Different groups suggest different lengths for

w xthe acceptor associated pyrimidine tract 31,33,35 .
The most important feature appears to be the number
of pyrimidines in the stretch; consecutive T’s
strengthen the acceptor while purines weaken it
w x w x40,41 . Chu et al. 42 describe a polymorphism in
the pyrimidine tract of exon 9 of the cystic fibrosis
gene which affected the level of exon 9-transcript. In
order to rank potential splice sites and determine

w xpossible cryptic sites, Senapathy et al. 31 used
tables of base frequencies at each position to develop
ad hoc measures of the respective ‘strength’ of 3X

X Ž .and 5 sites a Senapathy score .
w xStephens and Schneider 35 have discussed the

features of splice sites in human genes and reviewed
the models offered for this process. Based on the

sequence of 1799 donor sites and 1744 acceptor
sites, they have developed an information theory-
based model of splicing in which information curves
define the relative constraints on the specific base in

w xthat sequence 34,37–39 . This study argues that
previous models for splice sites do not comprehen-
sively define functional splice sites and does not
include many functional sites with different se-

Ž .quences. The information in bits for a splice site R i

is defined as the dot product of a weight matrix
derived from the nucleotide frequencies at each posi-
tion of the splice site from the database and the
vector of a particular splice junction sequence. Ac-
cording to information theory and the second law of
thermodynamics, sites with R -0 cannot be recog-i

nized or bound by the splicing proteins. In practice,
sites with R -2.36 bits are not utilized. The se-i

quence logo graphically illustrates the average infor-
Ž .mation content in bits flanking each site of the

exon.
Using this model to study 1799 donor and 1744

w xacceptor sites, Stephens and Schneider 35 found
donor sites had an average value of 8.4 bits and
showed a significant sequence specificity in the last
3 bases in the exon and the first 6 bases of the intron
and the acceptor splice sequence had an average
value of 9.3 bits and included the last 25 bases of the
intron and the first 2 bases of the exon. Since the
information content of the acceptor excedes that of
the donor; this supports the exon definition model of
the spliceosome, in which the acceptor site is recog-
nized first prior to finding an appropriate donor site
downstream. Once 2 exons have been located, the

Žintervening intron is removed. This model does not
explain how the first exon’s donor site is recognized

.or how the last exon’s acceptor site is spliced. The
donor and acceptor sequence logos contain the com-
mon sequence CAGrGT which may have been the
sequence of a proto-splice junction that evolved early.
The idea of a single splice junction recognition
sequence is attractive because it would maximize the
information required for recognition on the intronic
component of both splice sites allowing largely unre-
stricted codon choices throughout exons.

Further analysis of 130 mutations in 42 genes
Žshowed significant losses of information y4.0 bits

.for acceptors and y6.7 bits for donors with more
severe mutations showing more significant decreases
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w x38 . By contrast, polymorphic variants do not signif-
icantly change the R value of a site. The consensusi

donor and acceptor sequences have the maximum
possible R values of 13.1 and 21.4 bits, respectivelyi

while actual donor and acceptor sequences have
average R values of 7.1 and 9.4 bits, respectively.i

Cryptic sites were also detected and generally have
R values comparable to the natural splice sequences.i

Ž X.Whereas a large number of donor 5 and accep-
Ž X.tor 3 splice sites have been sequenced and col-

lated, the branch site sequence containing the branch
whose ‘attack’ forms the lariat has only rarely been
experimentally determined. The branch consensus
sites given in the literature are: ctray or tnctrac
Ž . w xwhere a is the branch A described above 32,43 .

w xNelson and Green 43 list 31 branch sites; however,
a number of these are from in vitro constructs, lower
organisms or viruses and 8 of the remaining 14 are

Ž .from one family of genes globin . Table 2 lists 25
vertebrate branch sites found in the literature. At the
20 constitutive sites, the branch A is located 18 to 38
bases from the acceptor.

A special feature of several alternatively spliced
exons is that the branch site is located far away from

Ž . Ž .the acceptor up to 200 bases Table 2 . These
branch sites have a very long pyrimidine tract lo-

w xcated just downstream 43–49 . While studies of
acceptor sites have generally assumed that the pyrim-
idine tract is associated with the 3X acceptor, these
cases suggest instead that the pyrimidine tract is in
reality associated with the branch point and that a
very long pyrimidine tract can allow usage of a

w xdistant branch site. Reed 41 also performed in vitro
experiments showing that a branch point 116 bases
away but with a long pyrimidine stretch was used
over a closer branch point that had only a purine
stretch.

Ž X XThe importance of the different sequences 5 , 3 ,
.branch and pyrimidine tract is debated. Clearly,

weaknesses in one can be made up for by strengths
w x Xin the other 40,50 . One hypothesis is that the 3 site

is simply the first ag downstream of the branch point
Žalthough if a stronger ag is close -30 bases further

. Ždown then that will be chosen sites are rated

Table 2
Branch sites

Gene Intron Sequence Distance Reference
to AG

w xRat insulin 1 CCTCAAC 18 21
w xHuman a globin 2 CACTGAC 18 44
w xHuman a globin 1 CCCTCAC 19 44
w xH. chorionic somatomammotropin CCTCCAT 22 43

) w xHuman calcitoninrCGRP 1 3 TACTGTC 23 43
w xrat b tropomyosin 7 CACTGAC 24 45
w xrat b tropomyosin 5 GATATAT or CTCTGAT 25 or 29 45

Ž . w xHuman growth hormone pituitary 2 CGTAGAC or AAGGAAC 26 or 22 46
Ž . w xHuman growth hormone placental 2 CATAGAC 26 46

) w xHuman growth hormone 1 GGCTCCC 27 43
w xHuman g globin 1 TTCTGAC 30 44
w xHuman e globin 1 CTCTAAT 30 44
w xRabbit b globin 1 TGCTGAC 34 44
w xMouse b globin 1 CACTAAC 35 44
w xHuman calcitoninrCGRP 1 4 CACTCAC 36 43
w xHuman b globin 1 CACTGAC 37 44
w xHuman growth hormone 4 ACCCAAG 38 43
w xcardiac troponin 4 GGCTAAC 38 47

) ) w xChicken b tropomyosin 5A CCTTGAC 48 48
) ) w xChicken b tropomyosin AB TCTCAAC 105 48

) ) w xRat b tropomyosin 6 CTCTCAT or TCATCAC 147 or 144 45
) ) w xRat a tropomyosin 2 GGCTAAC 177 49

) Underlined base is a non-consensus base.
) )Alternative splice site.
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. w xcag) tag)aag)gag 51 . This is supported by the
fact that ag’s are not commonly found 10–20 bases

w xupstream of acceptor sites 36 and when present
they are associated with weaker sites. However,
other work where the branch points are mutated

Ž .shows that a new branch point always an A is
chosen 22 to 37 bases upstream of the acceptor
implying that the 3X site is the more important site
w x w x X Ž .52 . Senapathy et al. 31 state that the 5 donor
site must be recognized first, however, based on
information content, as stated previously, Stephens

w xand Schneider 35 suggest just the opposite.
As discussed above, internal exons have a maxi-

mum size of about 300–400 bp with a mean of 245
w xbases and a peak of about 125 bases 8,18 ; however,

they also have a minimum size of approximately 50
w xbases 53 . In vitro experiments with constructs have

shown that when exons drop below this size, they are
w xskipped 27,29 . Small exons can be spliced how-

w xever, and exons as small as 3 bases are known 8,47 .
These small exons apparently all require specific
enhancer sequences in order not to be skipped. For
example in the cardiac troponin gene the 30 base

w xexon 5 has a purine rich enhancer 47 . In vitro,
small exons that are skipped can be spliced in if

w xpurines are removed from the pyrimidine tract 53 .
The above size constraints concern only internal

X Ž .exons. The average size of the 5 first exon is 200
bases with the highest percentage less than 100 bases
and ranging up to 1 kb. Deletions in the first exon do

w x Xnot appear to affect splicing of exon 2 29 . The 3
Ž .last exon averages 649 bases with a peak at 300

w xbases and a large percentage over 900 bases 18 .
These features imply that the splicing signals for the
first and last exon must be different than for internal

w xexons. For example, Liu and Mertz 54 found that
an acceptor signal that worked well at an internal
exon did not work for the last exon unless the
pyrimidine tract was strengthened or sequences were
deleted in the last exon. First exons apparently re-
quire the presence of the 5X 7-methyl-guanosine cap
Ž .and its binding proteins which is present on all

w x Ž X.polymerase II transcripts 8,55 . Last 3 exons end
at the poly A tail and studies indicate that splicing

Žand polyadenylation factors interact i.e., mutation of
the last exon inhibits polyadenylation and mutation

.of the adenylation site inhibits last exon splicing
w x8,56 .

A minimum intron size has also been determined
w x w x33,49,52,57 . Smith and Nadal-Ginard 49 found a
minimum 5X splice site to branch distance of 51–59
bases in the a-tropomyosin gene while Wieringa et

w x Žal. 57 found a minimum intron size of 80 bases did
.not function at 69 bases or less in the rabbit b-globin

gene and their survey of the literature found no
introns of less than 50 bases. An unusual mutation in

w xthe donor site of exon 8 of the COL1A1 gene 58
causes not only skipping of exon 8 but inclusion of
96 bases on the 5X end of intron 7 into the mRNA.
Looking at the genomic DNA, the new donor site
Ž .Ggtaaga, Senapathy score—86.5 is better than the

Ž .old site Tgtgagt, Senapathy score—75.8 ; the rea-
son that the better site must not normally be used is
because this would reduce the size of intron 7 to

Ž .only 63 bases too small for an intron ; however, in
the mutant where exon 8 is not recognized then

Ž‘intron 7’ extends until the beginning of exon 9 280
.bases .

There is also information that suggests that some
exons are recognized as a cluster or cooperative unit
w x w x59–61 . Sterner and Berget 59 found that a mini-
exon requires the preceding exon to be spliced in;
mutation of the 5X splice site of the upstream exon

w xleads to intron inclusion. Ge et al. 60 found cooper-
ation of two 3X sites in order to splice a 48 bp exon.

Ž .Both exon 8 44 bp and exon 9 are skipped with a
mutation in the exon 9 donor site in the p67-PJOX

w xgene 61 .
Splicing can also be influenced by pre-mRNA

w xsecondary structure 46,48,62 . In the human growth
hormone gene, stabilization of a stem loop causes

w xshifting to the alternative splice site 46 while a
single nucleotide polymorphism in exon 2 of the

w xepisialin gene 62 causes use of different splice
acceptor sites; this polymorphism is hypothesized to
cause the loss of a hairpin loop. In the tropomyosin
gene, a large hairpin encompassing the alternative
exon 6B causes it to be spliced out. Mutations that
destabilize the loop cause the exon to be spliced in

w xRef. 48 .
Mutations leading to splicing errors are a signifi-

cant proportion of mutations leading to human dis-
Žease i.e., 101 of a total of 659 point mutations

w x.causing human diseases are in splice junctions 63 .
w x w xKrawczak et al. 63 and Nakai and Sakamoto 16

review 101 human and 209 mammalian splicing
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w xmutations, respectively. Krawczak et al. 63 report
Ž X. Ž X.62 donor 5 splice site mutations, 26 acceptor 3

splice site mutations and 13 creation of novel sites.
Ž X.For the donor 5 splice site mutations, 60% involve

the invariant gt with increased mutations at IVSq1
Ž X .and IVSq2. For the acceptor 3 splice site, 87%

involve the invariant ag with an excess of mutations
at IVS-2. Of interest, 12 of 13 of the new created
novel sites are upstream of the normal site and only
4 of 13 have lower Senapathy scores than the origi-
nal site. For the 5X splice site mutations, 16 lead to
skipping, 7 to cryptic utilization and 5 to both. For
the 3X splice mutants, 4 result in exon skipping and 6
in cryptic site utilization. For both sites, purines are
most likely to be introduced in the mutation. Nakai

w xand Sakamoto 16 found that 92% of mutations
occur at consensus sites, 97 at 5X sites and 55 at 3X

sites with 15% causing novel sites. For the 5X site
mutations, 48 lead to skipping and 33 to cryptic and
for the 3X site 29 lead to skipping and 21 to cryptic.
They also found that novel sites are all upstream of
the normal site. As indicated above, intron retention
is rare. Among the intron retention mutants, 4 are
very short introns and 3 are terminal introns; how-
ever, 3 are large internal introns.

Mutations at splice sites often lead to the observa-
tion of multiple cDNA species after RTrPCR analy-
sis of intracellular mRNA. Sometimes utilization of a
cryptic site is incomplete with some normal message
observed or both skipped and normal or skipped and
cryptic site mRNAs seen. These indicate competition
between splice sites. In addition, sometimes mRNAs
with multiple skipped exons are observed. Nonsense
mutations in exons have also been found to lead to

Žboth low levels of mRNA andror mRNAs some-
.times multiple usually excluding the exon contain-

Žw xing the nonsense mutation 64–72 ; reviewed in
w x.Ref. 73 . It has been suggested that the premature

termination of translation caused by the nonsense
mutation causes mRNA instability and, thus, low
levels of mRNA. This is supported by the observa-
tion that nonsense mutants do not affect mRNA
levels if they occur at the very 5X end of the gene
Ž .re-initiation of transcription possible or at the very

X Ž3 end transcription goes long enough that the mRNA
.is not unstable . Often, if the exon containing the

nonsense mutation is skipped and an inframe dele-
tion results, premature termination is avoided and

that mRNA will be stable. In general, it is not
suggested that the nonsense mutation causes the
exon skipping, but merely that it stabilizes what is
normally a low level product that is seen in the

Žmutant only because the major full length nonsense
.containing product is degraded. The exon skipped

product seen in nonsense mutants has been demon-
strated at a low level in normal cells for some genes
w x68,69 . However, some groups suggest that the non-
sense mutation does directly affect splicing because
changes in mRNA are observed in the nucleus and

w xtranslation effects must be cytoplasmic 64,70 . It is
difficult to model how a nonsense mutation could be
recognized by the spliceosome as this requires recog-
nition of mRNA frame in the nucleus and many
‘nonsense codons’ obviously exist out of frame in
normal mRNAs. Some of these nonsenserexon skip-
ping mutations could occur because the nonsense
mutation just happens to be within an enhancer

w xwhich is disrupted 71 . Models have been proposed
whereby a link exists between splicing and transla-
tion; the ribosome pulls the hnRNA through the

w xnuclear pore driving splicing 65 . If the ribosome
releases the RNA, splicing ceases. Caenorhabditis
elegans with mutations in their smg genes do not
have nonsense mutation reductions in mRNA in

w xother genes 72 implying that specific genes exist to
degrade prematurely terminated mRNAs.

1.2. The HPRT gene

The X-linked hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribo-
Ž .syltransferase HPRT gene is widely used in muta-

tion studies because of the ease of selection of
mutant cells. HPRTase phosphoribosylates hypoxan-
thine and guanine in the purine salvage pathway.
Although constitutively produced, the HPRT enzyme
product is non-essential as purines can also be cre-
ated de novo. HPRTase deficient mutants can be
selected in the presence of purine analogues such as

Ž .6-thioguanine TG which kill normal, wild type
cells; only cells containing a mutation in their HPRT
gene are able to survive and proliferate. Although
HPRT is dispensable at the cellular level, germinal
HPRT deficiency does lead to human disease, either

Ž .Lesch–Nyhan syndrome complete deficiency or
Ž .X-linked gout partial deficiency , apparently caused

by the high levels of purine metabolites such as uric
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acid in the blood. The symptoms of Lesch–Nyhan
disease include an auto-mutilation syndrome in hem-
izygous males. A reversion assay for selection against
HPRT mutations also exists, which is the ability to

Ž .grow in hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymine HAT
medium. Studies using the HPRT gene include: in
vitro analyses of radiation and chemical effects in
human lymphoblastoid cell lines or peripheral T-cells,
in vivo studies of mutations induced in humans after
radiation or chemical exposures, in vivo studies of
individuals with DNA repair defects and analysis of
mutations in Lesch–Nyhan individuals. Numerous in
vivo and in vitro studies have also been performed
using the hprt gene in animals and animal cells
including mice, rats and CHO cells.

The human HPRT gene is located at Xq26 and its
Ž .9 exons cover 43 Kb Fig. 1 . The mRNA is 900 bp

with a coding region of 657 bp. Of note is that
Ž .HPRT has two large introns introns 1 and 3 and

Ž .one relatively small one intron 7 . Also, exon 5 is
Ž .very small only 18 bases ; this is well below the

‘minimum’ exon size of 50 bases and suggests that
exon 5 should possess splice sites with high scores
and probably also an enhancer. Exon 7 is also small
Ž .47 bases . A 57 kb region containing the entire gene
has been sequenced and linked DNA markers have
been mapped, allowing for detailed molecular studies
w x74,75 . A world-wide database and international
repository has been developed describing human

w xHPRT mutation molecular spectra 76 . Currently
Ž .this database release 6 includes 2224 mutations,
Ž .638 of which 28.7% are listed as ‘splice’ muta-

tions. This is the largest collection of splicing muta-
tions from a single gene. This paper reviews mRNA
splicing at the HPRT gene including the sequences
and structures of the splice sites, predicted and actual
cryptic sites, the locations and frequencies of splice
mutations and the production of multiple mRNA
products. We will especially focus on mutations with
unusual or unexpected consequences which reveal
information on splicing mechanisms.

2. Materials and methods

Mutations in the HPRT gene are selected through
the phenotype of resistance to the purine analogue

Ž . r6-thioguanine TG . In general, TG mutants are
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selected by growth in the presence of 10 mM TG.
The mutations described here are from a variety of
human sources. Most are in vitro derived from either
T-lymphocytes or lymphoblastoid cell lines, often
treated with mutagens. However, many are in vivo
derived somatic mutations in T-lymphocytes from
normal or mutagen-exposed individuals and some
are from individuals with Lesch–Nyhan syndrome or

Ž .X-linked gout germinal mutations . The HPRT gene
is an ideal source to probe hypotheses of splicing
recognition. Analyses of mutations that are known to
affect splicing provide unequivocable information on
the nature of splice recognition in this human gene.

The splice mutations discussed in this review are
a compilation of the mutations described in the
references listed in the Appendix A to this paper.

ŽThey are part of an HPRT mutation database Ref.
w x .76 , release 6 containing 2224 mutations, of which

Ž .638 28.7% are classified as splice mutations. Most
of the HPRT splice mutations were discovered be-
cause they gave abnormal products after RT-PCR
analysis; however, some were originally discovered
based on genomic sequencing. The RT products are
often smaller than the expected full length cDNA,
with sometimes several products due to multiple
splicing events. DNA sequencing of the RT product

Žreveals the absence of one or more exons exon
.exclusion or the presence of inserted intron se-
Ž .quences intron inclusion . When coupled with ge-

nomic PCR studies, it is clear that the excluded
exons are present in the genomic DNA and the
alterations in mRNA splicing must be due to point
mutations in splice sites. Genomic DNA sequencing
is necessary to define the exact mutation. This re-
view focuses on the 277 of the 638 splice mutations

Žfor which the actual genomic basis i.e., the exact
Ž . .basepair s changes for the splicing alteration has

Žbeen determined. For 341 mutants the genomic
mutation is not known, only that the mRNA is
altered; for example, the cDNA lacks a single exon.
This could be due to a small deletion, a point
mutation in the 5X splice site, a point mutation in the

X .3 splice site, etc.
Donor and acceptor splice site Senapathy scores

were calculated at each nucleotide of the entire
Ž .HPRT gene bases 1701–41,501 using the equa-

w xtions and tables in 31 and the program Mathematica
Ž .Wolfram . The information content in bits for donor

Ž .and acceptor sites R was also calculated at eachi

nucleotide of the HPRT gene using the equations in
w x35 . To assess the effects of mutations, R werei

computed for the normal and mutated site using the
program Scan and displayed with MakeWalker,

w xDNAplot and Lister as in Ref. 33 .

3. Results

This paper attempts to summarize the types of
splice site mutations observed in the human HPRT
gene and to discern any ‘rules’ which apply to this
particular gene. In this review, we will use the
following splice recognition sequence terminology.
The splice sequences in the intron are designated 5X

and 3X splice sites. Relative to an exon, the intron 3X

splice sequence is termed ‘donor’ and the intron 5X

splice sequence is termed ‘acceptor.’ Table 3 gives
X Ž . X Ž .the HPRT 3 donor and 5 acceptor site se-

w xquences and their Senapathy scores 31 and R i
w xvalues 38 . By the Senapathy method, a perfect

Ž .score requires a donor sequence of AGgt arg agt
Ž . Ž .and an acceptor sequence of 10 trc n trc agG. Us-

ing the information theory based model, a minimal
R of 0 is required for splicing but in general a cutoffi

of 2.36 bits is utilized; however, values can be as
high as 21 although most sites have R values in thei

w x7–12 bit range 38 . Also given is the rank of that
site among all possible sites of the HPRT gene
Ždonor and acceptor splice site scores and values
were calculated for each base from the beginning of
exon 1 to the end of exon 9 with the genomic

.sequence of 43 kb . Although some sites are very
Žgood the exon 2 donor splice site has a Senapathy

score of 100 and an R value of 12.7, both ranking iti
. Ža1 , others are quite poor the exon 8 acceptor has a

Senapathy score of only 77.1 and is ranked a571
.and an R value of 2.8 and is ranked a733 . Never-i

theless, these rankings indicate that the exon 3 donor,
exon 7 donor, and exon 8 acceptors might be particu-
larly sensitive to mutation. Exon 2 has a very strong
acceptor and donor indicating it might be more
resistant to mutation. As for the small exon 5, both
acceptor and donor are strong.

The determination of Senapathy scores and R i

values for the entire HPRT gene allows speculations
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Table 3
hprt splice sites

X XŽ . Ž .Intron 5 splice donor Senapathy R value in 3 splice acceptor Senapathy R value ini i
w Ž . x Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž . x Ž . Ž .AGgt arg agt score rank bits rank 10 trc N trc agG score rank bits rank

< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .1 TG gtgagc 83.0 48 7.6 49 tatttctttttcag AT 95.8 6 9.7 50
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .2 AG gtaagt 100.0 1 12.8 1 ttttatttctgtag GA 89.8 55 11.3 18
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .3 GT gtgagt 76.1 145 5.1 161 ttttttttaactag AA 86.6 120 10.0 40
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .4 AG gtatgt 88.7 10 9.5 11 tctttttcttctag AA 87.7 94 14.7 5
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .5 AA gtaagt 87.6 11 8.0 39 ttcttttttgaaag GA 86.4 125 7.1 159
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .6 AG gtatgt 88.7 9 9.5 10 tttgtaattaacag CT 81.1 323 4.6 423
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .7 CT gtaagt 79.0 86 7.6 50 atgattctttttag TT 77.1 571 2.8 733
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .8 AT gtaagt 87.2 13 9.2 12 atttttttttatag CA 85.3 150 8.9 74

as to the locations of likely cryptic sites. Cryptic
Žsites are usually close to the original site as other-

.wise the exon becomes too large or small and would
Žbe expected to have a high score although usually

.lower than the normal site . Table 4 lists sites within
Ž X. Ž X.50 bases of the normal donor 5 and acceptor 3

sites that have Senapathy scores of at least 70 or R i

values of at least 2.36 bits. The acceptor sites at
q50 of exon 6, at q21 of exon 8, and at y42 of
exon 9 all have higher values than the normal site,
while none of the putative donor sites do. The exon 2
donor at q5 has fairly high values; however, since
this overlaps with the normal site, mutations in the
normal site will also affect q5 site.

Table 4
ŽPutative cryptic splice sites Within 50 bp of normal site and Senapathy score )70.0 or R value )2.36i

X X5 Splice site 3 Splice site

Intron Distance Senapathy R value Intron Distance Senapathy R valuei i

score in bits score in bits

1 q49 67.2 5.0 1 y17 76.8
q5 76.3 4.4
y48 75.9

2 q5 81.9 6.0 2 y47 75.8
y32 2.9 y3 70.9

q20 72.6
3 y2 2.5 3 q16 75.9

q39 4.4 y4 4.4
4 y39 73.2 6.0 4 y25 71.6

q16 76.1 2.8 q2 2.9
q3 70.7 3.9

5 none 5 y22 71.0
y4 70.2
y1 70.4
q50 92.8 7.5

6 y38 77.6 2.8 6 y39 5.8
q4 2.9 y28 70.3

7 y40 5.1 7 y24 70.2
q4 3.6 q6 73.2

q21 79.3 3.4
8 q4 73.2 4.6 8 y47 75.7

y42 91.2 12.2
q3 2.8
q17 72.0 2.7
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Use of the calculated Senapathy scores across the
gene also allows prediction of exons within the

Žregion i.e., would the observed exons be predicted,
andror do other ‘exon-like’ sequences exist that

.would be predicted to be exons but are not? . Using
acceptors with Senapathy scores greater than 85.2
and donors with Senapathy scores greater than 83.0
Ž .7 of 9 HPRT exons have these scores , and the
criterion that an exon must be between 50 and 300

Žbp, leads to the prediction of 26–27 exons there are
.two that overlap of which only 3 are actual HPRT

Ž .exons exons 2, 4 and 6 . Two exons would be
Žpredicted around the 18 bp exon 5 the overlapping

.set . These new exons are defined by either the exon
5 donor or acceptor splice sequence being used with
another ‘splice sequence’ to yield a larger exon of
190 or 85 bases, respectively. This reaffirms that
something must be enhancing exon 5 splicing since
other better choices exist. For exons 3 and 8, the
acceptor and donor splice sites, respectively, are
present, however, they have no cognate 5X or 3X

splice site, respectively, within the 50–300 base
range. For exon 7, neither splice site makes the list.

An advantage of HPRT mutations for analyzing
splice recognition site mutations is that polymor-
phisms are not a complication since a mutant pheno-
type has been selected. In fact, no polymorphisms in
the coding region of the human HPRT gene have
been described. The wild type sequence can be
directly compared to that in the mutant cell. There
are, however, some complications. HPRT splice mu-
tations are often defined by RTrPCR methods; de-
termining the exact mutation often requires a ge-
nomic DNA PCR assay and sequencing. Unfortu-
nately, for many of the ‘splice mutations’ in the
HPRT database only the RT analysis or RT analysis

Ž . Žand genomic multiplex PCR but not sequencing of
.the genomic PCR products has been performed.

Thus, many of these ‘splice’ mutants show the phe-
notype of exon exclusion in cDNA with the exon’s
presence only confirmed in genomic DNA. There-
fore, this database is a work in progress, as more
mutations will certainly be determined; at present,
the precise mutation has been determined in 277
splicing mutants.

As discussed in the introduction, the human HPRT
Ž .gene contains 8 introns and 9 exons Fig. 1 . Exclu-

sion of a single exon due to aberrant splicing can

Ž .yield an in-frame reading frame exon 4 or 5 only or
Ž .out-of-frame reading frame rest of exons in the

mRNA. Since the usual method of analysis is
RTrPCR with primers 5X and 3X to the HPRT cod-
ing sequence, a splicing alteration which excludes
exon 1 or 9 will not be detected because there will
be no cDNA produced by the RTrPCR procedure.

The bases in the HPRT gene are designated by
two numbering systems in this review. A nucleotide’s
position in the HPRT gene is indicated by subscripts
after the base. The base numbers are given both
according to the genomic sequence of 56,736 bases

w x Žof Edwards et al. 74 Note: the GenBank file
M26434 has an inserted T between 22,227 and 22,228
and thus numbering differs by one between the

.Edwards system and M26434 after base 22,227 and
Žaccording to the cDNA sequence base 1 is the A in

.the AUG initiation codon . To easily discriminate
between the two numbering systems, if the number is
less than 700 it is cDNA numbering while those
numbers greater than 1700 are genomic numbering.
Intronic bases may also labeled by an intervening

Ž .sequence nomenclature; the intron IVS bases are
numbered away from the nearest exon, bases 5X to

Ž . Xthe exon given as negative y and bases 3 to the
Ž .exon given as positive q . For example, the first g

X Ž .of the intron 1 splice 5 donor site is designated
base number 1704 in genomic DNA or intron 1,

Ž . Xbaseq1 IVS1q1 . The first base 5 to exon 2
Ž .exon 2 acceptor site is designated base number

Ž .14,779 or intron 1, base y1 IVS1-1 . Exonic bases
are designated by uppercase letters and intronic bases
by lowercase letters.

3.1. Mutations in intron splice recognition sequences

Table 5 lists the number of mutations seen for
X Ž . X Ž .each of the 5 donor and 3 acceptor splice sites

and the data on splice mutations are presented indi-
vidually below for each of the 9 HPRT exons.

( )3.1.1. Exon 1 Table 6: cDNA bases 1–27 , 9 donor
mutations

The first exon of the HPRT gene contains the
Ž .first 27 coding bases 1–27 plus approximately 60

bases 5X to the AUG initiation triplet. The splice
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Table 5
Frequencies of splice site mutations

X XIntron No. of 5 Splice No. of 3 Splice
Ž . Ž .Site donor Site acceptor

Ž . Ž .Mutations % ) Mutations % )

Ž . Ž .1 9 8.0 9 10.1
Ž . Ž .2 5 4.5 5 5.6
Ž . Ž .3 3 2.7 11 12.4
Ž . Ž .4 15 13.4 5 5.6
Ž . Ž .5 21 18.8 7 7.9
Ž . Ž .6 13 11.6 10 11.2
Ž . Ž .7 18 16.1 21 23.6
Ž . Ž .8 28 25.0 21 23.6

Total 112 89

X Ž .)An equal distribution among the 9 exons would be 14 5 donor
Ž . X Ž .splice site mutations 112r8s14, 12.5% and 11 3 acceptor
Ž .splice site mutations 89r8s11, 12.5% .

donor sequence is GTG gtgagc. Mutations at IVS127

q1, q2 or q5 have been observed to result in the
inclusion of the first 49 bases of intron 1 in the
cDNA. This is the result of the use of a cryptic splice

Ždonor sequence g tggcg Senapathy score 67.2, R1753 i
.value 5.0 bits . Although the values for the cryptic

site are low, it is the best in the area and it is
Ž .essential that very large intron 1 13,075 bp be

spliced out to make a mRNA. From these results, it
appears that an exon 1 splice donor sequence muta-
tion always results in the use of this cryptic donor
sequence and creates a 49 base intron inclusion in
the mRNA. This inclusion is out of frame and yields
a chain terminating codon TAG at new codon num-

Žber 27 initiation codon AUG still designated codon
.1 .

In summary, exon 1 splice donor site mutations
have been found in base 1, 2 or 5 of the 6 splice
sequence bases and in the last base of the exon

Ž .27G and all lead to an intron inclusion. This in-
cluded sequence contains the mutated base.

( )3.1.2. Exon 2 Table 7: cDNA bases 28–134 , 9
acceptor and 5 donor mutations

The splicing of exon 1 to exon 2 removes the
Ž .largest HPRT intron IVS1—13,075 bases . The

X Ž .intron 1 5 splice exon 2 acceptor sequence is
cagA T and mutations at IVS1-1 or -2 have been28

reported. Mutations at both sites have pleiotropic
effects, yielding multiple species of mRNA. The

Žlargest cDNA is missing exon 2 bases 1–5 HPRT
.bases 28–32:ATTAG due to the use of a cryptic

Ž . Žsplice acceptor sequence TAG rT a potential32

cryptic splice sequence, CAG rG, does not appear46
.to be used . In addition, cDNA species missing exon

2 or exon 2 and 3 have been reported.
Mutations in the exon 2 acceptor splice site can

cause different mRNA spectra depending on the
particular type of nucleotide replacement. Changing

Ž .of the invariant g at IVS1-1 IVS1-1G leads to use
wof a cryptic site 5 bases into exon 2 normal—tatttct-

ttttcagATTAGTG; mutant—tatttctttttcanATTAGTG
xwhich is spliced as tatttctttttcanattagTG . The new
Žalternate site has Senapathy scores of 82.6 R valuei

. Ž . Žof 7.3 bits , 81.1 R value of 7.1 bits and 75.8 Ri i
.value of 4.6 bits for g™ t, g™c, and g™a, re-

w Ž .spectively vs. 95.8 R value of 9.7 bits for thei
Ž .usual unmutated site and 75.8 R value of 4.4 bitsi

xfor the unmutated site . The g™ t and g™c muta-
tions lead to exclusive use of the cryptic site while
the g™a mutation leads to mixed exon 2 loss and
cryptic site mRNAs. This is understandable based on
the lower values for the g™a mutation site. Chang-

Ž .ing of the invariant a at IVS1-2 to t IVS1-2 A™T
Žleads to use of the cryptic site Senapathy score 76.6,

Table 6
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 1 27 Bases; 1–27 A TG . . . GTG gtgagc1 27

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

GTGg tgagc g ™a or t or t ™a Inclusion of intron 1, b 1–49 due to use of a cryptic splice1704 1704 1705
Ž < .or g ™a or t sequence cag gtggcg1708 1752

Ž .D TG gtgagc . . . c Deletion of E1, b 26–27 and insertion of intron 1, b 35–4927 1737
Ž < .due to use of a cryptic splice sequence cag gtggcg1752

a Ž . Ž .Nine donor site mutations have been reported. A mutation at 27G G™A has been reported to affect splicing see Table 15 .
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Table 7
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 2 107 bases; 28–134 atatttcttttt cag A TT . . . AG gtaagt28 134

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

Ž < .cag ATT g ™c or a or t Loss of E2, b 28–32 due to use of a cryptic splice site ATTAG T14779 14779 32

or a ™g or t andror loss of E2 andror loss of E2q314778

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

AG g taagt g ™a or t ™g Loss of E214887 14887 14888

a Ž .Nine acceptor and five donor site mutations have been reported. No mutations in 28A have been reported; mutations at 134G G™A or T
have been reported with no effect on splicing.

.R value of 6.5 bits while changing to a g leads toi
Žexon 2 andror exon 2–3 loss old mutated site

.Senapathy score 71.1, R value of 4.3 bits . Thei

latter still has an acceptable R value, it is not cleari

why it is not used.
The intron 2 5X splice site sequence is

CAG gtaagt and mutations at IVS2q1 and IVS2134

q2 have been reported. All reported mutations re-
sult in the exclusion of exon 2 from the cDNA.
Mutations at 134G do not affect splicing. Mutations
in the exon 2 splice donor sequence do not lead to
the use of a cryptic splice site in intron 2, although
the sequences gtaaga and gtggga exist 4 and 191
bases downstream, respectively.

In summary, mutations in either base of the ag
dinucleotide in the exon 2 splice acceptor sequence
or mutations in base 1 or 2 of the 6 bases in the exon
2 donor sequence lead to exclusion of part or all of
exon 2 in the cDNA. The exclusion of exon 2 bases
1–5 results in an immediate chain terminating TGA
at new codon 10. The exclusion of exon 2 results in
a chain terminating codon TGA at new codon 11.
The exclusion of exon 2q3 results in an in-frame
mRNA lacking 291 bases. The observed exclusion of
both exon 2 and 3 only with acceptor site mutations
suggests that exons 2 and 3 are spliced together prior

Ž .to splicing to exons 1 and 4 this is discussed below .

( )3.1.3. Exon 3 Table 8: cDNA bases 135–318 , 5
acceptor and 3 donor mutations

The splicing of exon 2 to exon 3 removes the
Ž .relatively small intron 2 of 1715 bases IVS2 . Muta-

tions in the exon 3 tagG A acceptor splice site135

have been found only at IVS2-1G. Mutations in the

exon 3 donor splice TGT gtgagt site have been318

found only at IVS3q1G. Mutations in both splice
sequences result in the exclusion of exon 3 andror
exon 2 and 3 from the cDNA. Mutations of g™a at
IVS3q1 cause exon 2–3 loss while g™ t mutations
cause only exon 3 loss. There appears to be no
explanation for this. The differences could be purely
coincidence related to variations in reporting of mul-
tiple cDNAs by different researchers. The use of a
potential cryptic donor site, gtaggt, 39 bases down-
stream has not been reported. The exclusion of exon
3 results in a chain terminating T AA at new341

codon 53. As pointed out above, the exclusion of
exon 2 and 3 results in the in-frame loss of 291 bases
from the mRNA.

The exclusion of exon 2q3 is quite common
with mutations in the 3X splice sequences of both

Table 8
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 3 184 bases; 135–318

attttatttctg tagG ACT. . . TGT gtgagt135 318
X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA

Sequence

tag GAC g ™c or a or t Loss of E3 andr16602 16602

or E2q3

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

TGTg tgagt g ™a or t Loss of E3 andr16787 16787

or E2q3

a Five acceptor and three donor site mutations have been reported.
Ž . Ž .Mutations at 135G G™T or C and at 318T T™A have been

reported with no effect on splicing.
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intron 1 and 2 and the 5X splice sequence in intron 3.
This exclusion is not reported with intron 2 5X splice
sequence mutations, which suggests that the resultant
splicing of exon 1 to exon 4 is the frequent result of
interference with the splicing between exon 2 and 3.
Alternatively, the mRNA missing both exon 2 and 3
is probably more stable than the mRNA missing
exon 2 or 3 alone because of the chain terminating
codons created by the loss of either single exon.

In summary, mutations affecting the splicing of
exon 3 are relatively infrequent and all reported so
far cause the exclusion of exon 3 andror exons 2
and 3. It should be noted, however, that the exclu-
sion of exons 2 and 3 in cDNA has been reported
often in the database and many of these could also
be splice sequence mutations. However, since the
genomic alteration has not been defined, these could

Ž .be V D J recombinase mediated deletions—which
w xare common in T-lymphocytes 77,78 —or other

genomic deletions of exons 2 and 3. In conclusion,
exon 3 splice mutations make up only 4% of the
total-well below the expected 12.5%.

( )3.1.4. Exon 4 Table 9: cDNA bases 319–384 , 11
acceptor and 15 donor mutations

The splicing of exon 3 to exon 4 removes the
Ž .11,103 base intron 3 IVS3 . Mutations of the accep-

tor sequence tagA A at IVS3-1 or -2 result in the319

loss of exon 4 or exon 4, bases 319–327 due to the
Ž < .use of a cryptic splice sequence CAG T . Muta-327

tions in the donor splice sequence AAG gtatgt384

have been reported only at IVS4q1 or q2. Both

result in exclusion of exon 4 from the cDNA which
results in an in-frame deletion of 22 amino acids,
while the exclusion of bases 319–327 results in an
in-frame deletion of 3 amino acids. There is no
reported use of cryptic 5X splice sequences in IVS4
although potential sites do exist; i.e., gtatct and
gtgtgc, 4 and 57 bases downstream, respectively.

In summary, exon 4 splicing errors occur at an
Ž .average frequency 12.5% for each site with accep-

tor splice site mutations showing partial or complete
exon exclusion. Donor splice site mutations show
simple exon 4 exclusion.

( )3.1.5. Exon 5 Table 10: cDNA bases 385–402 , 5
acceptor and 21 donor site mutations

The splicing of exon 4 to exon 5 removes the
3659 bases of intron 4. Mutations in the acceptor
splice sequence tagA A have been reported at385

IVS4-1 or -2 and result in the exclusion of exon 5.
Mutations in the donor splice sequence,
GAA gtaagt have been reported at IVS5q1, q2,402

or q5. These mutations cause the inclusion of 67
bases of IVS5 in the cDNA, due to the use of a
cryptic splice site at aag rgtaagc. Mutations at31701

IVS5q5G™T cause exon 4–5 exclusion and use
of the cryptic site, while IVS5q5G™A mutations
cause use of only the cryptic site. The differences
could be purely coincidence related to variations in
reporting of multiple cDNAs by different re-
searchers. The 67 base intron inclusion results in a
chain termination codon, taa, at new codon 136. In

Table 9
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 4 66 bases; 319–384 tttttttttaactag A AT . . . AAG gtatgt319 384

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

tag AAT g ™c or a or t Loss of E4 or loss of E4, b 319–327 due to use27890 27890
Ž < .or a ™g of a cryptic splice site CAG T27889 327

Ž . Ž < .D A ATG Loss of E4 or loss of E4, b 319–322 tag A or319 322
Ž < .loss of E4, b 319–327 CAG T327

Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

AAGg tatgt g ™a or t or t ™g or a Loss of E427957 27957 27958

a Eleven acceptor and 15 donor site mutations have been reported. No mutations at 319A or at 384G have been reported.
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Table 10
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 5 18 bases; 385–402 ctctttttcttctagA AT . . . GAA gtaagt385 402

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

tag AAT g ™c or t or a ™g or c Loss of E531616 31616 31615

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

GAAg taagt g ™a or t or t ™g Inclusion of intron 5, b 1–67 due to use of a31635 31635 31636
Ž < .or c or a or g ™a or t cryptic splice site aag gtaagc andror loss of E4q531639 31701

Da or Da Inclusion of 66 bases of intron 531637 31638

aa ™gt Inclusion of 67 bases of intron 531638

a Five acceptor and 21 donor site mutations have been reported. No mutations have been reported at 385A or 402A.

addition, multiple cDNA products have been re-
ported which lack exons 4 and 5 andror exons 2–6.

In summary, exon 5 donor site mutations result in
the use of a cryptic splice donor site in intron 5
Ž .similar to exon 1 donor site mutations . In addition,
the frequency of exon 5 donor site mutations is
18.8% of the total, higher than the 12.5% that would
be expected if all 8 donor sites were equally mutated
Ž . Ž .100%%8s12.5% Table 5 .

( )3.1.6. Exon 6 Table 11: cDNA bases 403–485 , 7
acceptor and 13 donor site mutations

The splicing of exon 5 to exon 6 removes the
3301 bases of intron 5. Mutations in the acceptor
sequence, aagG A, have been reported at IVS5-1.403

When the IVS5-1 g is mutated to a t or c there is
Ž .exon 6 skipping; however, when IVS5-1 g is mu-

tated to a, an aG dinucleotide is created using the
Ž .first base of exon 6 403G and this aG is used as a

splice acceptor. The net result is loss of 403G in the
wmRNA i.e., normal sequence—tcttttttgaaagGA

Ž .Senapathy score of 86.4; R value of 4.9 bits ,i

mutated sequence—tcttttttgaaaaGA which splices as
ŽcttttttgaaaagA Senapathy score of 81.6; R value ofi

.x4.9 bits . The mutated site have an a at IVS-3 which
is non-consensus; however, of note, the normal exon
6 acceptor also an a at IVS-3 instead of the expected
c or t at IVS-3. Thus, for whatever reason for this
exon an a at IVS5:-3 is acceptable. The exclusion of
403G results in a termination codon T AA at new407

codon 136. The exclusion of exon 6 results in an
out-of-frame mRNA with a termination codon,
T AA, at new codon 140. Mutations in the donor522

splice sequence, AAG gtatgt have been reported at485

IVS6q1 or q2, and result in the exclusion of exon

Table 11
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 6 83 bases; 403–485 cttcttttttgaaagG AT . . . AG gtatgt403 485

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

aag GAT g ™a Loss of E6 andror loss of E6, b 403 due to use of34936 34936
Ž < .new splice site aaa G A34936

g ™c or t Loss of E634936

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

AGg tatgt g ™a or Loss of E635020 35020

t or t ™g or c or a35021

a Ž .Seven acceptor and 13 donor site mutations have been reported. Mutations at 403G G™C or A or T have been reported with no effect
Ž .on splicing. Mutations of 485G™A or T results in the loss of E6 see Table 15 .
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6. There is no reported use of a cryptic donor site,
Žsuch as g tatga the next closest donor sequence is5

.g tgagg .310

In summary, mutations affecting exon 6 splicing
Žmake up 10.0% of the total splicing mutations 12.5%

.expected by equal distribution and demonstrate no
use of cryptic sites.

( )3.1.7. Exon 7 Table 12: cDNA bases 486–532 , 10
acceptor and 18 donor site mutations

The splicing of exon 6 to exon 7 removes the
4794 bases of IVS6. Mutations in the exon 7 accep-
tor sequence cagC T, have been reported at IVS6-1,486

-2, -3, and -12. All result in the loss of exon 7 from
the cDNA. The IVS6-12 T™A mutation is unusual

Ž .in that it creates a purine dinucleotide ag which
could be recognized as a new acceptor splice site but
is not. However, this change apparently does cause
interference with recognition of the normal acceptor
sequence nine bases downstream. This sensitivity
may be related to the normal existence of 4 purines
in the 11 base stretch from IVS6-5 to -15, which by
consensus should be all pyrimidines.

The exon 7 donor splice sequence, ACT gtaagt532

has been found mutated at 5 of the 6 intron bases.
Only IVS7q4 has not been found mutated. All
donor site mutations cause the exclusion of exon 7
and there is no acceptable cryptic sequence in the
170 bases of intron 7. The exclusion of exon 7 yields
an out-of-frame mRNA with a chain termination
codon TGA at new codon 165.

In summary, the splice sequences flanking exon 7
contain at least 9 bases which can be mutated to

cause splicing errors. Despite the larger number of
Ž .‘targets’, the incidence of acceptor 11.2% and donor

Ž .16.1% mutations are close to the expected 12.5%.

( )3.1.8. Exon 8 Table 13: cDNA bases 533–609 , 21
acceptor and 28 donor site mutations

The splicing of exon 7 to exon 8 removes the 171
bases of IVS7, the smallest intron in the HPRT
gene. The acceptor splice sequence tagT T has533

been mutated at IVS7-1 or -2 and results in the loss
of exon 8 andror in the loss of the first 21 bases of
exon 8 due to the use of a cryptic acceptor site
AAG rA. In addition, mutations at IVS7-3, -5,553

-10, -13 or -96 have been shown to cause the loss of
exon 8. These last 3 mutations change an at
dinucleotide to an ag dinucleotide. The loss of exon
8 results in an out-of-frame mRNA with a chain
terminating TAG at new codon 187. The use of the
cryptic splice acceptor site yields an in frame mRNA
which predicts a protein lacking 7 amino acids.

The donor splice site for exon 8 is AAT gtaagt609

and all 6 bases have been reported to be mutated and
result in the loss of exon 8. There is no use of a
cryptic site in IVS8 reported. The finding of muta-
tions in all 6 bases of the IVS8 donor sequence may
reflect the high frequency of IVS8 donor site muta-
tions in general; i.e., 28 of 112 or 25% of the total
compared to the expected 12.5%. In addition, 8
mutations in exon bases have been reported to affect

Ž .splicing Table 16—discussed below .
In summary, the splice sequences flanking exon 8

show a high frequency of mutations which interfere
with normal splicing. Of the total of 201 reported

Table 12
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 7 47 bases; 486–532 ttttgtaattaacagC TTG . . . GACT gtaagt486 532

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

cag C g ™c or a or t or a ™ t or Loss of E739814 39814 39813

ac ™ag or t g™ag39812 39803

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

Tg taagt g ™a or t or t ™c or a or a ™ t or Loss of E739862 39862 39863 39864

g ™c or a or t or t ™c39866 39867

a Ž . Ž .Ten acceptor and 18 donor site mutations have been reported. Mutations at 486C C™G or A and 532T T™C have been reported with
no effect on splicing.
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Table 13
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 8 77 bases; 533–609 tatgattctttttagT T . . . AAT gtaagt533 609

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

tag TT g ™a or t or a ™g or t Loss of E8, b 533–553 due to use of a40032 40032 40031
Ž < .or t ™a or t ™g or a or cryptic splice site AG A40030 40028 553

a t ™ag or t g™ag or a t ™ag andror loss of E8; Loss of E840023 40020 39937

X Ž .5 Donor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

AATg taagt g ™c or a or t or t ™g or Loss of E840110 40110 40111

c or a or a ™ t or a ™g or40112 40113

g ™c or a or t ™g or40114 40115

c or a or Da40112

a Ž .Twenty-one acceptor and 28 donor site mutations have been reported. Mutations at 533T T™G or C have been reported with no effect
on splicing. No mutations have been reported at 609T.

Ž .splice site mutations, 49 24.4.% reside in these
sequences which is twice the expected value.

( )3.1.9. Exon 9 Table 14: cDNA bases 610–657 , 21
acceptor site mutations

The splicing of exon 8 to exon 9 removes the
1343 bases of IVS8. The splice acceptor site, tagC ,610

has been found to be mutated at IVS8-1, -2 or -3 and
these mutations result in the loss of exon 9, bases
1–17 due to the use of a cryptic splice site,
TAG rT. An IVS8-3T ™ G mutation change626

causes the acceptor to move upstream by 2 bp
wnormal sequence—ggatttttttttatagCA, mutated se-
quence— ggattttttttttagagCA which splices as

x XggattttttttttagAGCA and adds 2 bases to 5 exon 9
Ž .IVS8-1G and -2A . The new splice site has a Senap-

Ž .athy score of 81.5 R values of 7.4 bits as com-i

Ž . Žpared to 81.9 R value of 4.5 bits if the old buti
.mutated site was used. While the Senapathy scores

are equivalent for the natural and cryptic sites, the
new site has a higher information content than the
natural site. The Senapathy score of the original

Ž .unmutated site is 85.3 R value of 8.9 bits . IVS8-3i

T™C mutations are not known at this site and
would not be expected as they would actually in-
crease the values.

The loss of exon 9, bases 1–17, results in an
immediate chain terminating TGA at new codon 204.
The insertion of IVS8-1 and -2 results in a larger
protein product with the first chain terminating codon
T AG appearing at new codon 251. The insertion749

of IVS8-1 to -14, results in a chain terminating
Ž .codon TAG at the same new codon but a larger

protein product of 255 amino acids.

Table 14
Ž .aSplice site mutations involving exon 9 48 bases; 610–657 gatttttttttatagC AT . . . TAA610 657

X Ž .3 Acceptor Splice Mutation Effect in cDNA
Sequence

tag C g ™a or t Loss of E9, b 610–626 due to use of a41453 41453
Ž < .cryptic splice site TAG T626

or a ™g or41452

t or t ™a41451

tat ™ tag Inclusion of intron 8, b-1 and -2 due to41451
Ž < .use of a new splice sequence tag ag41451

tg g™ tag Inclusion of intron 8, b-1 to b-14 due to41438
Ž < .use of a new splice site tag a41439

a Ž .Twenty-one acceptor site mutations have been reported. Mutations have been reported at 610C C™G or T with no effect on splicing.
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In summary, the exon 9 acceptor site shows an
Ž .elevated frequency of mutations 21 of 89s23.6%

in comparison with the 3X sites in IVS1 to IVS6.
Only the IVS7 3X site shows a similar elevated
frequency and 47.2% of the total acceptor site muta-
tions reside in these 2 introns. Mutations in the IVS8
3X sequence which block splicing of exon 8 to exon 9
cannot be determined because such a mRNA will not
be detected by the conventional RTrPCR assay.

( )3.2. Mutations in internal non-splice site exon
sequences that appear to affect splicing

Mutations within exon sequences have also been
reported to affect splicing. This effect is usually

Ž .manifested as exon s exclusion from the cDNA.
Exons 3, 4, 6 and 8 have been reported to show these

Ž .types of mutations Tables 15 and 16 . Exon 1 and 6
show mutations at the last base of the exon which

Ž .effect splicing lines 1 and 10 .
A mutation in exon 3 has been found that creates

X Ž . Ž .a new splice 5 donor site Table 15, line 2 . This
ŽG209™T transversion in the run of 6 Gs G GG-207

.GGG yields the sequence AG rGT GGGC212 207 209
Žwhich is recognized as a donor splice site Senapathy

. wscore of 80.1; R value of 7.7 bits . The normali
Žexon 3 donor has a Senapathy score of 76.1 R i

.xvalue of 5.13 bits . The use of this splice site results
Ž .in the in-frame loss of bases 208–318 37 codons .

A second, larger cDNA product is also found that
contains the entire exon 3 with the codon change

Ž .GG G to GT G gly to val .209 209

Three other mutations in exon 3 have been re-
ported to result in cDNA products with exons 2 and

Ž .3 excluded Table 15, lines 3–5 . All 3 create chain
terminating stop codons which will probably result
in an unstable mRNA. The mRNA missing exons 2
and 3 is in frame and would be expected to be more
stable. It seems reasonable to conclude that these
mutations do not directly affect splicing. A similar
explanation might explain the exclusion of exon 4
from cDNA with either of 2 mutations that also

Ž .create stop codons Table 15, lines 6 and 7 because
the exclusion of exon 4 also results in an in frame
mRNA. The third exon 4 mutation, 377delC, results

Žin a stop codon, T GA, after 6 codons Table 15,392 T
ab
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Table 16
Ž .Single base pair changes in exon sequence that affect splicing Exon 8

Exon Position Change Splice Effect

Ž .8 GTT G GA TTT GGA™TGA gly™STOP " Loss of exon 8538

Ž .orGGA™AGA gly™arg " Loss of exon 8
Ž .8 GTT GG A TTT GGA™GTA gly™val Loss of exon 8539

Ž .8 GTT G AA ATT GAA™AAA glu™ lys Loss of exon 8544

Ž .orGAA™TAA glu™STOP " Loss of exon 8
Ž .8 ATT CC A GAC CCA™CTA pro™ leu " Loss of exon 8551

Ž .8 CTT G AC TAT GAC™TAC asp™ tyr Loss of exon 8580

Ž .8 AAT G AA TAC GAA™AAA glu™ lys " Loss of exon 8589

Ž .orGAA™TAA glu™STOP " Loss of exon 8
Ž .8 AAT GA A TAC GAA™GTA glu™val " Loss of exon 8590

Ž .8 TAC TTC AGG TTC™TTT asp™val " Loss of exon 8597
Ž .8 AGG GA T TTG GAT™GTT asp™val " Loss of exon 8602

.line 8 . However, the reported cDNA is missing
Ž .exons 4–8 also in frame and not the simple exon 4

exclusion.
Exon 6 contains 2 bases which, when mutated,

result in exon 6 exclusion. Both bases are near the
Ž .exon 6 splice donor site Table 15, lines 9 and 10 .

The mutation at 482C does not reside within the
conventional splice site, but the effect on splicing
implies that this ‘weak’ 5X site relies on this base as
well. Changing 482C to A does not appear to create
a new donor or a hairpin which might be hypothe-
sized to effect splicing. The splice donor sequence is

not very close to the consensus sequence with a
pyrimidine t at IVS6q4 in place of the more com-

Ž .mon purine a or g . G is the consensus base for the
last exonic base in a donor site and 485G is the last
base of exon 6. G ™A or T splice mutations have485

been reported 3 times each and so this is not a rare
event. Both mutations change the R value from 9.5i

to 6.4 bits which is a significant decrease and the
Senapathy score drops from 88.7 to 75.4.

Exon 8 is unique in that 22 exon mutations at 9
Ž .different internal nonsplice site bases have been

reported to affect splicing, resulting in mixed RNA

Table 17
Use of cryptic splice sequences

Ž . Ž .A Splice Donor Site Mutations Intron Inclusion

Ž . Ž < .Intron 1 Exon 1 GTGgtgagc Include IVS1q1 to q49 cag gtggcg1752

Ž . Ž < .Intron 5 Exon 5 GAAgtaagt Include IVS5q1 to q67 aag gtaagc31701

Ž . Ž .B Splice Acceptor Site Mutations Partial Exon Exclusion

Ž . Ž < .Intron 1 cagA Exon 2 Exclude Exon 2, b 28–32 ATTAG T32

Ž . Ž < .Intron 3 tagA exon 4 Exclude Exon 4, b 319–327 CAG T327

Ž . Ž < .Intron 5 aagG Exon 6 Exclude Exon 6, b 403 aag A403

Ž . Ž < .Intron 7 tagT Exon 8 Exclude Exon 8, b 533–553 CAG A553

Ž . Ž < .Intron 8 tagC Exon 9 Exclude Exon 9, b 610–657 TAG T626

Ž .C Exon Mutations Creating New Donor Sites

Ž < .Exon 3 GG G GGC™GT G GGC Exclude Exon 3, b 208–318 AAG GTGGGC209 209 207

Ž .D Intron Mutations Creating New Acceptor Sites

Ž < .Intron 8 tg g™ ta g Inclusion of Intron 8, IVS8-1 to -14 tag ay1 6 y16 y41439
Ž < .Intron 8 tat ™ tag Inclusion of Intron 8, IVS8-1 and -2 tag ay3 y3 y41451
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Ž .species " exon 8 of variable percentages of full
Ž .length and exon 8 exclusion Table 16 . Five muta-

tions each at 538G, 544G and 551C have been
w xreported. Steingrimsdottir et al. 79 have presented a

model of exon 8 secondary structure to explain this
unusual splicing sensitivity. It is possible that other
exon 8 mutations also affect splicing but have not
been reported because a full length cDNA product
was also obtained and only it was noted.

In summary, mutations in exon sequences have
been reported to affect splicing in exons 1, 3, 4, 6
and 8. In exon 3, a new splice donor site can be
created by a single base change and, in exons 1 and
6, mutation of the exon base G adjacent to the splice
donor sequence blocks splicing.

3.3. Use of cryptic or created splice sequences

Table 17 summarizes the mutation sites which
result in the use of cryptic splice sequences or in the
creation of new splice sites. The use of existing,
cryptic donor sequences has been found in introns 1
and 5, when the normal sequence is mutated. In both
instances, mutations at donor site bases q1, q2 or

Ž .q5 have been reported Table 17A . Mutations in
five different acceptor splice sequences result in

Ž .partial exon exclusion Table 17B . A mutation in
Ž .exon 3 creates a new donor splice site Table 17C

and 2 different mutations in intron 8 create new exon
Ž .9 acceptor splice sites Table 17D .

3.4. Pleiotropic effects of splice sequence mutations

It is becoming clear that multiple cDNA products
are often found in RTrPCR studies of HPRT muta-
tions. In most investigations, these products have not
been characterized and it is not clear that these are

not simply ‘artifacts’ of the methodology. Evidence
is mounting that splice sequence mutations often
yield characteristic cDNA multiple product patterns
and these patterns might point to the most appropri-
ate exon for genomic DNA studies. Table 18 lists the
multiple products reported as a result of mutations in
splice recognition sequences for several introns.
There are probably other examples that have not
been reported since most investigators have not se-
quenced or reported multiple products.

3.5. Other splice mutation eÕents in the HPRT gene

The above mutations all occurred in the broadly
Ž .defined consensus sites or in the exons and led

either to exon skipping or use of a nearby cryptic
site; however, a number of HPRT mutations affect-
ing splicing occur outside of the consensus splice

Ž .sites. These mutations are of several types: 1 cre-
ation of a nearby cryptic 5X or 3X splice site that is

Ž .better than the normal site, 2 deletion of the normal
and most often used cryptic site so a secondary

Ž .cryptic site is utilized, 3 production of a new exon
by creation of a new 5X or 3X splice site which
utilizes a preexisting consensus 3X or 5X splice site,

Ž .respectively, and 4 creation of an ag which sup-
presses splicing. These unique mutations will be
summarized below.

Ž . XA 14 bp deletion D at the exon 6 5 border
Ž .DIVS5-7 to exon 6, 409A deletes most of the exon

Ž w x. Ž6 acceptor site mutant-HS2 80 ; note: the descrip-
tion of the mutant here differs slightly from the
original paper, A. Grosovsky, personal communica-

.tion . A new cryptic acceptor is utilized 30 bp into
wexon 6 at bp 432 normal sequence—ttttttgaaaag-

GATATAATTGACATGGCAAAACAATGCAGA-
C, mutant sequence—ttttTTGACATGGCAAAACA-

Table 18
Pleiotropic effect of splice sequence mutations

Site of Mutation Effect in cDNA
X Ž . Ž . Ž .Intron 1 3 1 Exclusion of Exon 2, 28–32 2 Exclusion of Exon 2 3 Exclusion of Exons 2q3
X Ž . Ž .Intron 2 3 1 Exclusion of Exon 3 2 Exclusion of Exons 2q3
X Ž . Ž .Intron 3 5 1 Exclusion of Exon 3 2 Exclusion of Exons 2q3
X Ž . Ž . Ž .Intron 5 5 1 Inclusion of Intron 5, IVS5q1 to q67 2 Exclusion of Exons 4q5 3 Exclusion of Exons 2 to 6
X Ž . Ž .Intron 7 3 1 Exclusion of Exon 8, 533–553 2 Exclusion of Exon 8
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ATGCAGAC which is spliced as ttttttgacatggcaaaa-
< xcaatgcag AC . The Senapathy score for this new

cryptic site is only 63.9 and the R value is negative.i

There is the 10 basepair stretch of pyrimidines
Ž .shown just upstream of the scored region which
must strengthen the site andror allow use of the
mechanism utilized to splice alternative splice sites.
This deletion is believed to have occurred because a
repeated TTGA flanks the site.

Several unusual deletions occur 5X to exon 9 with
related consequences. These are: DIVS8-11 to -2,
DIVS8-16 to E9:670, DIVS8-21 to E9:613 and

Ž w x w xDIVS8-5 to E9:616 FTB33 81 ; Case 5 82 ; HX305
w x.83,84 . Mutations in the exon 9 acceptor usually
result in use of the cryptic site 17 bases into exon 9

Ž .at bp 627 first bp of ‘new exon 9’ . This cryptic site
has an Senapathy score of 72.0 and an R value ofi

Ž .2.7 bits Table 19 . The DIVS8-16 to E9:670 muta-
tion deletes this cryptic site at 627. Splicing moves
to an alternative cryptic site at IVS8-42. This site is

Ž .listed in Table 4 putative cryptic sites and has a
Senapathy score of 91.2 and a R value of 12.2 bits.i

Deletions of IVS8-21 to E9:613 and IVS8-11 to -2
also result in the use of this alternate cryptic site at
IVS8-42, although for both the original cryptic site at
bp 627 is still present; however, in both cases the
IVS8-42 site is now closer and with its much higher
score must now be favored. Lastly, the deletion of
IVS8-5 to E9:616 uses the 627 acceptor site and not
the IVS8-42 site; however, the deletion has removed
part of the 627 site and replaced it with a ‘better’
stretch of four T’s raising the Senapathy score to
76.8 and the R value to 2.8 bits. This score isi

apparently sufficient to cause it to be favored over
the IVS8-42 site. Of note, also, is that one IVS8-2

Ž .A™G of 8 in the database is noted to have 2
Ž .mRNAs, the usual y17 bp of exon 9 60% and the

Ž . Ž w x.q42 bp of IVS8 40% PU29 78 . It is likely that
the other IVS88-2A mutations have low levels of the
q42 bp product as well.

wŽ w x w xThree mutations lsmg38 85 ; I19-2A 86 ;
w x.DDR4.7 87 result in a g™ a transition mutation

Ž .at IVS8-16 IVS8-16 G™A and lead to the use of
wa new created cryptic acceptor site at IVS8-14 nor-

mal sequence— ctttttaatgtgaatttctggatttttttttatagT
Ž .mutated base is underlined , new sequence—ctttt-
taatgtgaatttctagatttttttttatagT which is spliced as ctttt-

xtaatgtgaattctagATTTTTTTTTTATAGT . This new
Žsite has a Senapathy score of only 69.8 R value ofi

. Ž3.5 bits as compared to the normal site which is
. Žstill present and unmutated score of 85.3 R valuei

.of 8.9 bits Why this new site is favored is unclear,
except it may simply be closer to the branch site or
is recognized first because it is 5X of the natural site.
It also has a stretch of 6 pyrimidines 5X which may
improve the site above what would otherwise be
indicated.

A T™G mutation at IVS7-96 causes exon 8 loss.
The mechanism for exon 8 loss is unclear, but this
change does create a new ag dinucleotide and, thus,
a possible new splice acceptor site. This ‘cryptic’
site has a Senapathy score of of only 60.8 and a
negative R value. Also, use of this sequence as ani

acceptor site would create a 75 bp intron which is of
borderline size.

ŽA deletion of exon 4, bases 319–322 319–322de-
. Ž .lAATC the first 4 bases of exon 4 causes the

production of 3 mRNAs, exon 4 loss, y4 bp of 5X

X Ž w x.exon 4 and y9 bp of 5 exon 4 Case 4 82 . The
first is exon loss, the second splicing at the usual

Table 19
Actual HPRT cryptic site sequences

Site Distance New site Senapathy Normal site R value Normal Site Ri i

score Senapathy score in bits value in bits

<Exon 1 donor q49 bp AG gtggcg 67.2 83.0 5.0 7.6
<Exon 5 donor q67 bp AG gtaagc 94.2)) 87.6 11.0)) 8.0

<Exon 2 acceptor q5 bp tcttttcaaattag TG) 75.4 95.8 4.6 9.7
<Exon 4 acceptor q9 bp actataatgaccag TC) 66.4 86.6 1.0 10.0

<Exon 8 acceptor q21 bp atttgaaattccag AC 79.3)) 77.1 3.4)) 2.8
<Exon 9 acceptor q17 bp gtttgtgtcattag TG 72.0 85.3 2.7 8.9

)Shows sequence and scores with the normal acceptor mutated.
))Cryptic site has a better Senapathy scorerhigher R value than normal site!i
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point except for the genomically deleted 4 bp and the
last, selection of a new cryptic acceptor site created

wby the deletion normal site—gtttttttttttttaactagAAT-
GACCAGTCAACA, mutated site—gtttttttttttttaactag
ACCAGTCAACA which is spliced as gtttttttttttttaac-

xtagaccagTCAACA . The original exon 4 acceptor
Žhad a Senapathy score of 86.6 R value of 10.0i

.bits , but with the 4 bp deletion this site still has a
Ž .score of 86.6 R value of 9.5 bits while the newi

Žcryptic has a score of only 72.4 R value of 3.6i
.bits . It is unclear why the mutated but original site

is not used exclusively since its strength is essen-
tially unchanged. While single base substitution mu-
tations in the exon 4 acceptor usually result in exon
loss, one IVS3-1G™T mutation is reported to give
a 9 bp loss of 5X exon 4 as in the above D319–

w x322delAATC mutation 82 . None of the other g™ t
mutations or g™c or g™a mutations are reported
to use this cryptic site. An interesting difference is
the strengths of the cryptic site for three types of

Žmutations at IVS3-1, i.e., g™ t 72.4; R value ofi
. Ž .1.0 bit , g™c 64.5; R value of 0.4 bit and g™ai

Ž .60.5; the R value is negative . This may explaini

why for the g™ t mutation the cryptic site is used,
but in the other two cases it is not.

Two mutations in intron 5 lead to creation of new
exons spliced between exons 5 and 6. The first is a
deletion of 4 base pairs, IVS5q1172–1175 or

Ž w x.32806–32,809 M119 88 . This creates an acceptor
wsite at 32,814 tttcctttttattgccaaattgtatggacag-

x ŽGTGTTC . . . with a Senapathy score of 74.9 R i
.value of 1.5 bits . A donor site at IVS5q1300

Ž . w Ž32,935 TCgtaagt, Senapathy score 78.6 R valuei
.xof 5.9 bits is utilized to complete the 120 bp

‘exon’. While the acceptor site has a low score there
is a run of 10 pyrimidines 5X to the acceptor site. The

Ž .other mutation is an a™g at IVS5q1229 32,863
Ž w x.TL 89 . This results in a mixture of two mRNAs
with different ‘new exons’. The mutation creates a

Žnew donor site at 32,862 TCgtaagt, Senapathy score
.of 78.7, R value of 5.9 bits and utilizes twoi

X Ždifferent acceptors. The 5 one is at 32,747 ttaatgttt-
tcaagG, Senapathy score of 80.4, Ri value of 5.8

.bits and the second is at 32,815 at the same place as
Žthe first mutant but without the 4 bp deletion tgtatg-

gatagacagG, Senapathy score of 77.3, R value isi
.negative creating mRNAs with 116 bp and 48 bp

‘new exons’, respectively.

X ŽRecently a technique called 5 RACE Rapid
.Amplification of cDNA Ends has been used to look

Ž .for the production of chimeric fusion mRNAs be-
tween HPRT and 3X ‘genes’ in mutants that have

X w xdeletions of the 3 end of the HPRT gene 90 . These
types of fusions are found in some oncogenes in

w xcancers 91 and it was hypothesized that in reality
these might be common events which could be found
at HPRT. Seven of nineteen 3X deletion mutants
Ž .36% were found to make specific chimeric mR-
NAs, some into new ‘genes’ and some into Alu or
LINE sequences. Several of the mutants revealed
interesting spliced transcripts. Six of the seven mu-
tants used the normal donor site 3X of the last un-
deleted exon to splice to an ‘acceptor’ of an ‘exon’
from the other side of the deletion breakpoint. For
the remaining mutant, the breakpoint actually oc-
curred within exon 3 and a downstream sequence
then became fused to exon 3. There were two exon
7–9 deletions; in one mutant exon 6 spliced to a
LINE element downstream of the breakpoint while
for the other mutant, apparently no acceptable accep-
tor existed and a cryptic polyadenylation site in
intron 6 was used to complete the mRNA. This has
interesting ramifications for the sequence of splicing

Table 20
Putative splicing enhancers in HPRT

Location Exon Sequence

Exonic
14,840 exon 2 GAGGA
14,848 exon 2 GGAAAGGG
16,630 exon 3 GAAGGAGA
16,673 exon 3 AAGGGGGG
39,824 exon 7 GAAAAGGA

Intronic
X1874 171 bp 3 exon 1 AGGGAGGA
X1877 174 bp 3 exon 1 GAGGA
X15,034 148 bp 3 exon 2 AAAAGAGGAGGG
X15,035 149 bp 3 exon 2 AAAGAGGA
X15,038 152 bp 3 exon 2 GAGGA

X27,969 12 bp 3 exon 4 AAAGGGAAGA-
AAAAAAAG

X31,478 139 bp 5 exon 5 AAAGGAGAG
X31,709 75 bp 3 exon 5 AGGGAGAGAAA

X34,753 184 bp 5 exon 6 GGGGCTG
X34,841 96 bp 5 exon 6 GAAAAGAA
X35,059 40 bp 3 exon 6 GAAGGGGGA
X40,163 54 bp 3 exon 8 AGGAAAGAGAA
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˘ ˇFig. 2. Putative branch points are underlined with branch indicated as A or T. The numbers below each site indicate distance of the branch from the acceptor AG and Senapathy
Žtype score. The acceptor site is the AG at the right end of the sequence. The nearest AG upstream of that acceptor AG is shaded the branch ‘A’ would be expected to be

.downstream of that shaded AG . For introns 1, 3, 5 and 8, the upstream AG is also shaded. Mutations which create a new AG are shown above the normal sequence.
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and polyadenylation and recognition of the last exon.
Splicing must occur first or otherwise HPRT
mRNAs would always end at exon 6. However, if
that intron 6 polyadenylation site is quickly spliced
out, polyadenylation cannot occur. Only when a
downstream acceptor is not found and no splicing
occurs, does polyadenylation occur in intron 6. For
one mutant, it could be shown that exon 8 was
spliced to a 117 bp sequence located 10kb 3X to exon
9 in the wildtype HPRT gene. There is an excellent

X Žacceptor on the 5 end of the sequence ttttttttttttttt-
.tgtagA, Senapathy score 88.2, R value of 16.4 bitsi

X Žand a good donor on the 3 end TGgtaact, Senapa-
.thy score 77.9, R value of 6.0 bits which spliced ini

turn to a downstream microsatellite repeat.

3.6. Other aspects of HPRT splice recognition

The HPRT gene was scanned for the enhancers
shown in Table 1 as well as a generic eight purine

Ž .stretch most enhancers are purine-rich . Table 20
shows a partial listing of those results. Since most
enhancers are exonic, all the exonic enhancer-like
sequences are listed first. Sequences were found in
exon 2, exon 3 and exon 7. In the bottom half of the
table are shown enhancers-like sequences within 200
bp of the exons. In their original descriptions, the

w x w xTGAATG 26 and GGGGCTG 27 enhancers were
repeated; although these sequences were found in
HPRT there were only single copies near any exon.
There are no potential enhancer elements near exon
8 which appears to be the exon most susceptible to
mutation resulting in splicing errors. Enhancers
would also be expected near the ‘too small’, 18
basepair exon 5 and there are several nearby, al-
though none is in exon 5 itself. Exon 5 itself is in

Ž .fact fairly T rich AATGTCTTGATTGTGGAA and
has no run of purines greater than 4 bases.

The branch sites for HPRT have not been experi-
mentally determined; however, based on the consen-

Ž .sus sequence tnctray or ctray , educated conjectures
as to the positions of branch points can be made. Fig.

Ž2 gives the 100 bases upstream of each exon the
consensus acceptor ag dinucleotide is the last 2 bases

.shown . Putative branch points are underlined with
their distance from the exon shown as well as a

w xSenapathy type score 31 based on the frequencies
of nucleotides at the different positions for the con-

stitutive branch sites in Table 2. Good putative branch
sites are found for exon 2, exon 5, exon 6 and

Žpossibly exon 3 this site is only 15 bases away,
.however . Only poor sites are found for exons 7 and

Ž .9 scores-70 . The exon 4 branch site is especially
unusual. There is a pyrimidine stretch of 13 t’s

Žimmediately preceded by an ag dinucleotide ags are
thought to be rare within 10–20 bases of an accep-

.tor . Upstream of that are two stretches of 8–9 at
dinucleotides with 4 gt dinucleotides in the middle;
this could form a hairpin. The presence of the ag
dinucleotide suggests that the branch should be very
close upstream but this would place it in the hairpin
in a low score region of ats. For introns 1, 3, 5 and 8,
the ag upstream of the putative branch points is the
second ag upstream of the acceptor ag. In intron 6, 7
and 8, mutations that create new ag dinucleotides

Ž .either cause exon exclusion intron 6 and 7 or create
a new splice acceptor site resulting in intron inclu-

Ž .sion intron 8 .

4. Discussion

Several conclusions can be drawn from study of
HPRT splicing mutations. The first is that the HPRT
splice sites often show large deviations from the
consensus sequences especially in the first and last
bases of the exons. This probably reflects the lower
information content contributed by these bases. Ac-
cording to the consensus sequence, the first and last
bases of the exon should be G. However, only exons

Ž X3 and 6 have a G as the first exonic base 3 splice
.site and for both of these, mutations at the G are

missense mutations, with no reported effect on splic-
ing. In the donor splice sites, only 4 of the 8 sites
Ž .exons 1, 2, 4, 6 have a consensus G as the last base
of the exon. Exon 1 has one reported mutation at the
last base G which because it is 3rd position wobble

Ž .causes no amino acid change Val™Val but does
affect splicing. Exon 2 has missense mutations at
that site that do not affect splicing; this is not
surprising as the Senapathy score remains a high

Ž .86.7 R value of 9.7 or 9.4 even with a mutation ati

the G. No mutations, either splice mutations or mis-
Ž . Žsense, have been reported at 384G exon 4 . The

exon 4 G is a partial wobble, a 384G™C or T
would change lysine to asparagine but 384G™A
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.remains lysine . Mutation at the last base of exon 6
cause splicing changes; of note, there is also a report
that mutation three bases into the exon also causes
exon 6 loss. Thus, exon 6 is unique in that several
bases at the 3X end of the exon appears critical for
splicing. Table 21 summarizes the Senapathy scores

Žand R values for observed mutations splice andi
.non-splice at the exonic consensus G’s. While all

mutations reduce scores, there are some ‘interesting’
observations. The exon 1 donor G™A mutation
reduces the Senapathy score to 70.6 and a R valuei

of 4.6 bits, while the cryptic has a Senapathy score
of 67.2 and a R value of 5.0 bits. The Senapathyi

score would predict that splicing would not be af-
fected while information theory would predict that
the cryptic site would be utilized which is what is
observed. Thus, information theory more accurately
predicts the result here. Of special note, the scores
and mutations are identical for the exon 4 and exon 6
donors, but only for the exon 6 donor has a splice
mutation been observed at the exonic G. The reason
for this is unclear but may be due to exon 4’s
slightly better acceptor or to enhancer sequences or
simply to chance.

Fig. 3 summarizes all the simple base changes in
the consensus donor and acceptor sites. The relative
frequencies at the various bases should be taken
lightly as these mutations include both spontaneous

and mutagen induced; i.e., some mutagens may have
‘hotspots’ that will skew the frequencies. However,
from this figure, it can be seen at which bases
mutation affects splicing and which probably do not.
Obviously, saturation has not been reached as one

Ž .invariant acceptor a exon 3; IVS2-2A , one invari-
Ž .ant acceptor a exon 6; IVS5-2A and one invariant

Ž .donor t exon 3; IVS3q2G have not been found
mutated. Considering only the ‘spontaneous’ muta-
tions, the frequencies of base changes at the four

Žinvariant sites 2 G:C basepairs and 2 A:T basepairs,
.45 mutations are: 7% G:C™C:G, 44% G:C™A:T,

11% G:C™T:A, 15% A:T™T:A, 4% A:T™C:G,
and 18% A:T™G:C.

We found that in our 201 simple splice site
mutations that 56% were in the donor sites and 44%
in the acceptor sites. Other compilations of splice
sites have found much higher frequencies of donor

w x w x w xmutations, e.g., 79% 39 , 68% 16 , and 70% 63 .
The high frequency of acceptor site mutations at
HPRT is predominantly due to the high number of

Žexon 8 and exon 9 acceptor mutations 22 and 21
.mutations, respectively .

The information theory model predicts that accep-
tors are recognized first and that cryptic acceptors

Žeither preexisting which are only used if the normal
.site is mutated or those created by mutation can be

either upstream or downstream of the the normal

Table 21
Ž .Mutations in exonic consensus G’s last and first base of the exon

Site Normal Senapathy R value Mutation) Senapathy R value Resultsi i

in bits in bits

Ex 1 donor TG gtgagc 83.0 7.6 TA gtgagc 70.6 4.6 no effect on splicing
w xno use of cryptic score 67.2, 5.0 bits

TT gtgagc 70.6 4.3 no effect on splicing
w xno use of cryptic score 67.2, 5.0 bits

Ex 2 donor AG gtaagt 100.0 12.8 AA gtaagt 86.7 9.7 no effect on splicing
AT gtaagt 86.7 9.4 no effect on splicing

Ex 4 donor AG gtatgt 88.7 9.5 AA gtatgt 75.4 6.4 no effect on splicing
AT gtatgt 75.4 6.4 no effect on splicing

Ex 6 donor AG gtatgt 88.7 9.5 AT gtatgt)) 75.4 6.4 ex 6 skip
AA gtatgt)) 75.4 6.4 ex 6 skip

Ex 3 acceptor ttttatttctgtag G 89.8 11.3 ttttatttctgtag A 86.4 10.3 no effect on splicing
Ex 6 acceptor ttcttttttgaaag G 86.4 7.1 ttcttttttgaaag A 83.0 6.2 no effect on splicing

ttcttttttgaaag T 80.1 4.9 no effect on splicing
ttcttttttgaaag C 80.6 5.2 no effect on splicing

)Mutated base is underlined and change is shown.
))The only mutations which do affect splicing.
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Fig. 3. The wild type splice site junctions are given. Those letters above the main line indicate mutations to that designated base from the
base listed on the main line at that position which cause splicing errors. Letters below the main line indicate missensernonsense mutations
Ž .i.e., these do not cause splicing alterations .
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site. Scanning then proceeds downstream through the
exon to find a donor site. Preexisting cryptic donors
used after mutation of the normal site must thus be
downstream of the normal site while newly created
donors must be upstream of the normal donor site.
Human HPRT mutations support this model. The

Ž .preexisting cryptic donor sites exons 1 and 5 are
both downstream of the normal donor while the

Ž .created donor site exon 3 is upstream. HPRT cryp-
tic acceptors are both upstream and downstream
although all of the preexisting cryptics are down-
stream and the newly created cryptics are upstream.
This may be coincidence as both preexisting and
created cryptic acceptors occur both upstream and

w xdownstream in other genes 39 .
All 8 intron 3X splice sequences have shown muta-

Žtions in the invariant base IVS-1G and 6 of 8 excep-
.tions are introns 2 and 5 in the invariant base

Ž .IVS-2A. Three introns 6, 7 and 8 show mutations
in base IVS-3 also. Two introns have the more

Ž .prevalent c at IVS-3 introns 1 and 6 . Mutation has
been observed only at the intron 6 site. The intron 7
and 8 IVS-3 mutations change the lower consensus t
to an a or g. No mutations were found in base IVS-4
as expected from the consensus sequence hypothesis
of no specific base preference at this site. In exons 3
and 6, which have a G as the first base, g to a

Žmutations have been reported in IVS-1 exon 3,
.tagG™ taaG and exon 6, aagG™aaaG . However,

this potential new splice acceptor site is used only in
exon 6 and not in exon 3.

The polypyrimidine tract residing in bases y5 to
Ž .y23 shown in Fig. 2 is fairly variable among the 8

introns. Introns range from 94.7% polypyrimidine
Ž . Ž .intron 4 to 57.9% polypyrimidine introns 6 and 7
in this 19 base stretch. As discussed in the introduc-
tion, ag’s are rare in this region as presumably they
become putative acceptors. Only introns 1 and 3

Žnormally contain an ag dinucleotide in this stretch at
.IVS2-18 and IVS3-20, respectively ; possibly these

are too close to the branch ‘a’ to be utilized. The
creation of an ag dinucleotide within the normal
splice site causes splicing errors in introns 6, 7 and
8. In introns 6 and 7, the exon is excluded, while
only in intron 8 is this new ag sequence used as a

Žsplice acceptor site. See Table 22 for a summary of
.Senapathy splice site scores and R values. Bothi

IVS8-3T™G and IVS8-16G™A cause utilization

of the new ag as a new cryptic acceptor site. The
IVS8-3 mutation yields reasonable new R valuesi

although the original site is still better. Use of the
IVS-14 site is surprising based on its poor values;
however, if exon 9 were skipped, no mRNA would
have been detected; we may be detecting only a
minor product which utilizes the cryptic site. That
the other mutant ag’s in introns 6 and 7 are not used
as acceptors is not surprising based on their values.
Somehow these new ag dinucleotides in the other
introns must interfere with splicing so the whole
exon is skipped. The other 5 introns contain at least
16 possible sites to create a new ag dinucleotide,
while introns 6, 7 and 8 contain at least 11 other
sites. The sensitivity of these sequences to mutation
may be determined as additional splice mutations are
defined.

For exon 8, mutations also occur at IVS7-5T™G
Ž .or A and IVS7-3T™A Table 13 . The scores for

the exon 8 acceptor site are by far the lowest of all
the HPRT acceptor sites. Loss of either of these t’s
lowers the values considerably which appears to be
sufficient to cause bypass of the exon. The two other
mutations mentioned above at IVS7-10 and IVS7-13
also cause loss of t’s and would reduce values

Ž .similarly see Table 22 , thus, they both create ag
dinucleotides and reduce values.

The intron 5X splice site sequences all fit a
Ž .gt arg agt consensus sequence, except for intron 1

Ž . Ž . Ž .gtgagc , intron 4 gtatgt and intron 6 gtatgt . Muta-
tions in all 8 intron sequences have been found in the

Ž .invariant base q1 g; IVSq1G and in 7 of the 8
Ž .introns in the invariant base q2 t; IVSq2T .

ŽMutations in intron 1, 5, 7 and 8 at base q5 g;
.IVSq5G have also been found. Three splice sites

have mutations of their a at IVSq3 and 2 have
mutations of their t at IVSq6. Only exon 8 has a
mutation at IVSq4 at its a although 5 other exons
have a at this position. Tables 23 and 24 show the
mutations that have and that have not been observed,
respectively, in the IVSq3 to IVSq6 positions. In
general, the IVS bases where mutation has been
observed to occur create sites with lower values than
what would occur at the bases where no mutation
has been seen. For example, changes in IVS1 would
still have very good scores and are not observed as
might be expected. However, IVS2 changes would
lower values significantly but have not been ob-
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Intronic acceptor splice site mutations not at the invariant ag

Site Normal Sequence Senapathy R value Mutation) Senapathy R value Splicing Resulti i

Score in bits Score in bits

Ž .ex 7 tttgtaattaacag C 81.1 4.6 tttgtaattaagag C 69.3 -0 ex 7 loss, does not use new ag score 76.5, R 1.3 bitsi

Ž .ttagtaattaatag C 74.1 2.0 ex 7 loss, does not use new ag score 69.9, R 1.3 bitsi

Ž .ex 8 atgattctttttag T 77.1 2.8 aggattctttttag T 71.4 0.3 ex 8 loss, does not use new ag score 54.2, R -0i

Ž .atgagtctttttag T 71.1 0.6 ex 8 loss, does not use new ag score 57.3, R -0i

atgattcttgttag T 73.7 -0 ex 8 loss
atgattcttattag T 74.1 -0 ex 8 loss
atgattcttttaag T 74.1 0.2 ex 8 loss

Ž .gaaatggcttatag TT) NC NC ex 8 loss, does not use new ag score 60.8, R -0i

G at IVS7-96
Ž .ex 9 attttttttatag C 85.3 8.9 attttttttagag C 81.9 4.5 splicing moves to new ag score 81.5, R 7.4 bitsi

Ž .attttttttaaag C 82.2 6.3 Surprisingly, splicing moves to usual cryptic score 72.0, R 2.7 bitsi

Ž .agatttttttttatag C 85.3 8.9 Surprisingly, splicing moves to new ag score 69.8, R 3.5 bitsi

)Mutated base is underlined and change is shown. If an ag is formed by the mutation, it is shaded.

Table 23
Donor sites IVSXq3 to IVSXq6 where mutations have been observed

Site Normal Senapathy R value Mutation) Senapathy R value Splicing Resulti i

Sequence Score in bits Score in bits

w Ž .xex 1 TG gtgagc 83.0 7.6 TG gtgaac 69.7 4.1 Uses cryptic at q49 scores 67.2 5.0 bits
w Ž .xTG gtgatc 69.7 3.7 Uses cryptic at q49 scores 67.2 5.0 bits
w xex 5 AA gtaagt 87.6 8.0 AA gtaaat 73.2 4.5 Uses cryptic at q67 scores 94.2, 11.0 bits

AA gtaatt 73.2 4.1 exon 4–5 exclusion And use of cryptic
ex 7 CT gtaagt 79.0 7.6 CT gtaact 64.8 3.7 ex 7 loss

CT gtaatt 64.6 3.7 ex 7 loss
CT gtaaat 64.6 4.1 ex 7 loss
CT gtaagc 73.2 6.2 ex 7 loss
CT gttagt 69.0 3.1 ex 7 loss

ex 8 AT gtaagt 87.2 9.2 AT gttagt 77.2 4.8 ex 8 loss
AT gtaggt 76.5 6.7 ex 8 loss
AT gtaact 73.0 5.3 ex 8 loss
AT gtaaat 72.8 5.7 ex 8 loss
AT gtaagg 82.7 8.0 ex 8 loss
AT gtaagc 81.4 7.8 ex 8 loss
AT gtaaga 81.6 7.7 ex 8 loss

)Mutated base is underlined and change is shown.
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Table 24
Donor sites IVSXq3 to IVSXq6 where mutations have not been observed to date

Site Normal Senapathy Mutation site Senapathy Score with
Ž .Score underlined worst base at site

ex 1 TG gtgagc 83.0 TG gtgagc 76.3
TG gtgagc 71.5
TG gtgagc ))

ex 2 AG gtaagt 100.0 AG gtaagt 90.0
AG gtaagt 88.5
AG gtaagt 85.6
AG gtaagt 94.2

ex 3 GT gtgagt 76.1 GT gtgagt 69.3
GT gtgagt 64.6
GT gtgagt 61.7
GT gtgagt 70.3

ex 4 AG gtatgt 88.7 AG gtatgt 78.7
AG gtatgt ))

AG gtatgt 74.3
AG gtatgt 82.9

ex 5 AA gtaagt 87.6 AA gtaagt 77.6
AA gtaagt 76.1
AA gtaagt 81.8

ex 6 AG gtatgt 88.7 AG gtatgt 78.7
AG gtatgt ))

AG gtatgt 74.3
AG gtatgt 82.9

ex 7 CT gtaagt 79.0 CT gtaagt 67.5

))All mutations at that site improve or do not change the score—therefore, it would not be expected to find mutations.

Žserved see further discussion on exon 3 splice site
.mutations below . Of note also is that for mutations

at IV1:q5, the values are above that of the cryptic
but the cryptic is utilized. Two observations should
be noted: first, that mutation at some bases bases
where a non-consensus nucleotide is present can
actually improve values and second, that just because
a mutation has not yet been observed at a position
does not mean that one will not be seen in the future.

Exon 3 is especially intriguing in that only muta-
tions at the invariant q1g are known; this is surpris-
ing in light of the fact that its Senapathy score and
R value is so low. While this paper summarizes 277i

splicing mutants; there are an additional 341 exon
exclusion mutations in the database where the ge-
nomic mutation has not been determined. These

Ž .include 26 7.6% exon 3 exclusion mutations which
Žcould contain missing IVS3q2–5 mutations some
.IVS3q1 mutations cause exon 2–3 exclusion , this

percentage is still lower than expected. For example,

there are 27 exon 2 exclusion and 58 exon 4 exclu-
sion mutants in the uncharacterized data set.

Mutations have been observed at all 6 intronic
donor positions for exon 8. This is interesting in that,
unlike its acceptor site, this donor site is quite strong
Ž .Senapathy score 87.2, R value of 14.7 bits . Exoni

8 is also unique in that there are a number of
missense mutations within the exon that cause either
exon 8 loss or mixed cDNAs of exon 8 loss and full

w xlength. Steingrimsdottir et al. 79 hypothesized a
hairpin structure for exon 8 and that these exonic
missense mutations disrupted this hairpin. However,
the placement of the mutated bases from all the
database mutations does not clearly support that
model, although the unusual mutations observed in
and around exon 8 do suggest that DNA secondary
structure may be important for splicing. Some addi-
tional unusual mutations have also been found in this
exon. A deletion of IVS7-45 to -22 causes loss of
exon 8 from the mRNA. This is outside of the
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conventional consensus acceptor and it does not
create an ag. A possible explanation could be that it
removes the branch site. The mutations DIVS7-10 to

Ž .-8 Senapathy score of 72.8, R value of 1.1 bitsi
Žand DIVS7-9 to -8 Senapathy score of 77.6, R i

.values of 1.7 bits also cause exon loss. The Senapa-
thy score for the latter is above those of that normal
site although the information theory value is less and
would predict no splicing, as observed, as the value
is below the 2.36 bit cutoff.

Other exons do have internal mutations that at
first glance appear to affect splicing. However, these
are either the exon 3 mutation at 209G™T that
creates a new donor site, or nonsense mutations. As
discussed in the introduction, nonsense mutations
reduce the stability of the full length mRNA and
alternatively spliced mRNAs that are always present
but at very low levels may be preferentially ampli-
fied. Often these can be mRNAs the in which the

Žexon containing the nonsense codon is spliced out if
.that exon loss is in frame or other in frame exon

losses. For HPRT , exons 2–3 loss appears to be a
normal, low level mRNA seen with a number of
different splicing mutations. This has been more
carefully studied in the CHO hprt gene where it has
been demonstrated that only nonsense mutants in the
central exons cause reduction in full length message

Žand the ‘appearance’ of exon excluded mRNAs 92–
.94 . Nonsense mutations in the first 2 exons may

allow reinitiation and nonsense mutations in the last
few exons do not appear to affect mRNA stability
w x92 . It has also been shown that mRNAs in which
exons have been lost are present at the same levels in
nonsense mutants and wild type but are obscured by
the high levels of full length product in wild type

w xcells 93,94 .
Exon 2–3 loss in cDNA is a common phenotype

of human HPRT mutation for several reasons. First,
genomic exon 2–3 deletions are common resulting

Ž .both from V D J recombinase mediated events
w x77,78 and also because introns 1 and 3 are quite
large and therefore quite large targets for deletion
breakpoints. These cannot really be considered
‘splicing’ mutations. Secondly, some exon 2 accep-
tor and exon 3 donor or acceptor mutants give exon

w2–3 loss phenotypes exon 2 donor mutations give
xonly exon 2 loss . This, plus the fact that many

mutants show a low level of exon 2–3 loss tran-

scripts, suggests that exon 2q exon 3 may be
‘clustered’—i.e., spliced as a unit.

Because of its small size and the fact that ‘better’
exons could be spliced in the region, it might have
been expected that exon 5 would require an enhancer
to function properly. However, no mutations have
been described which suggest the existence of an

Ž .enhancer sequence Table 20 .
Also, surprisingly, no evidence for branch point

Žmutations for any exon except possibly a deletion of
.IVS7-45 to -22 was found. This suggests, that if the

branch ‘A’ is mutated, a nearby alternative is utilized
without affecting splicing. This implies that such
alternatives must be common and may also explain
why several exons do not have easily recognizable
branch sites.

Another conclusion that can be drawn from the
HPRT mutants is that the acceptor is longer than the

w x14 bases in the Senapathy consensus 31 as recently
w xproposed by Stephens and Schneider 35 . This be-

comes clear from analysis of some of the cryptic
sites utilized. As discussed in the results section,
several of these cryptic acceptors have quite poor
Senapathy scores and R values, yet they are spliced.i

They all have in common, however, a stretch of 6 or
more pyrimidines 5X of the usual acceptor site. As
discussed in the introduction, alternative splice sites
appear to have a pyrimidine stretch upstream which
is associated with the branchpoint; perhaps some of
the unusual HPRT sites are spliced using an ‘alter-
native site’ mechanism. There is currently no con-
sensus or information theory models to predict such
sites. The exon 8 acceptor also has a stretch of 8

Ž .pyrimidines ttttcttt at IVS7-31 to -37 which may
strengthen the site. Since exon 8 has no easily identi-
fiable branch site; it might require this pyrimidine
stretch.

The above underscores the limitiations of consen-
sus and information-based models of splice sites.
While the R value does appear to explain severali

HPRT splicing situations better than the Senapathy
score, there are still instances of very low R sitesi

Ž .being spliced i.e., those-2.36 . This implies the
Ž .involvement of other factors enhancers? which the

model does not, as of yet at least, include. However,
lastly, in defense of the models, there is the possibil-
ity that descriptions of some mutants may be incor-
rect leading to misplaced blame on the models.
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The CHO hprt gene is also used for mutagenicity
studies and a number of splice mutants have been

w xidentified 92–98 . The genes have quite similar
intronrexon structure and are 95% identical in the
coding region. Comparison of CHO and human mu-
tants finds a number of similarities but also interest-
ing differences. There appears to be an exon 2–3–4
clustering in CHO cells, as well as the exon 2–3
clustering seen in human mutations. The base 209G
™T mutation creating a donor site in exon 3 is also
seen in CHO mutants. The internal exon 8 mutations
that affect splicing in human HPRT are not present
in CHO mutations but internal exon 2 mutations
affecting splicing are seen in CHO. A hairpin is
postulated where mutations that strengthen the hair-
pin, decrease correct splicing and increase alternative

w xmRNA products 96 . Internal exon 4 mutations have
w xalso been reported to affect splicing 97 . Interest-

ingly, a dearth of exon 3 donor mutations is reported
w x98 which is similar to the low number of such
mutations seen in the human gene.

In conclusion, the large number of HPRT splic-
ing mutants has allowed insight into the relative
importance of various splice site bases to spliceo-
some action. The unusual features of mutations af-
fecting exon 8 splicing leads to a hypothesized sec-
ondary structure, while we still have no explanation
for how exon 5, with its small size, is still spliced.
The large number of splicing mutants described for
which the genomic mutation has not been identified
are a wealth of future material. The knowledge of
HPRT gene sequence and structure combined with
the splicing mutations present a valuable model for
future biochemical and molecular studies of splicing,
which heretofore have used nearly exclusively in
vitro constructs. Such studies could include: splice
mutation reversion assays, spliceosome protein bind-
ing assays and branch site determinations.
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